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Miller: Polar Plunge !Witting to the Pope's resignation
2012 record-setting Priest, parishioners confident of divine guidance
totals obtainable
By JOHN ARCM'
Staff Writer

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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s- the days count down to the Fourth annual West
Kentucky Polar Plunge, it appears last year's recqrd-setting totals of participation and moneY raised are in reach.
Laura Miller, coordinator of Special Olympics for Calloway
County and organizer of the event - set for 11:30 a.m. Saturday
at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park in Gilbertsville - said
Monday that online contributions are ahead of last year's pace.
' Through comparing last year's figures, Miller said $26,354 has
been raised so far, slightly ahead of the $24,599 raised at this
point last year.'
The event went onto finish with a total of more than $95,000.
Miller said organizers have set a goal of $100,000 for this year.
"We were just shocked last year," Miller said of last year's
money totalthat was bolstered by 519 participants braving the
cold waters Of Kentucky Lake. She said Monday, though, that
participation numbers are about 40 less than a year ago. \-,
"We had a huge surge in the last week, though. Looking at the
numbers from last year, we went from 444 to the 519 and that
..
was where we had a lot of teams that got involved and started
having competitions among themselves as they signed up. We:re
hoping for something like that to'happen again this year."
The event is simple in concept. All participants have to do is
jump off a short fishing pier and into the water. That is easier
said than done,though, when one considers the courage required
to face immersing themself in water that has been recorded as
cold as 37 degrees.
.
What that effort does,though,is help fund a program that helps
mentally and physically challenged, athletes of all ages have a
chance to comgete in a variety of actiyities.
"Last year, $25,000 of that money went to Calloway County,
and we've just about run out of it because we've been able to
offer more things here," Miller said, specifically mentioning a
Icetball league that was started in the last year, as well as •a.
.----Zwling league. -This is why hiving these"types of fundraisers
are so important. Just to have bowling costs $7,000, and that
includes uniforms for the players. .
'•.
.
"Plus they will have a two-day tournament coming up in
Louisville in which we vyill probably take 30 athletes. Then
• •you're.talking about including costs for meals and hotel rooms."
As of Monday, Miller said Polar Plunge participation was just
below 400, but that number improves when the number of people signing up for a 5K road race is factored into the equation.
Miller said 91 will participate in the run, with 55 of those
expressing intentions to plunge into the water as well'.
That would push the total number of participants much closer
to thf.440 figure of this time last year.
Anyone wishing to. participate in Saturday's event can phone
Miller at 293-1450 or email Laura.Miller@murray.kyschools.us.
•
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 40s.
Northeast winds 5 mph.
r Tuesday night: Mostly
/cloudy. A slight chance of rain
in the evening: Then rain like-

Murray a Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper
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ly after midnight. Lows in the
mid 30s. Northeast winds 5
mph. Chance of precipitation
60 percent.
.Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
in the morning then becoming
partly sunny. A 50 percent
chance of rain. Highs in the
mid 40s. Northwest winds S to
10 mph.
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 30s.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Thursday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows around 30.
Friday: Partly sunny. Highs
in the lower 40s.
Friday night: Partly cloudy.
Lows in the tnid 20s.
Saturday: Partly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 30s.
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MHS Speech Team to host NPR host,
former Murray resident Greene in April
By Sherry McClain
Murray Independent School
District
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JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times

Deacon Victor Fromm, left, points to a portrait of Pope Benedict XVI, background left, Monday
morning as he chats with parishioner Nellie Malys of Murray inside the main entrance of St.
.Leo Catholic Church in Murray.

The message from the Rev.
Jason McClure to his members
at St. Leo Catholic Church in
Murray is simple when it comes
to the announced pending resignation of Pope Benedict XVI.
"The Catholic Church is
2,000 years old and is governed
by the Holy Spirit. I have
absolute confidence that the
Holy Spirit will guide us
through this," McClure said
Monday,just hours after news
of the Pope's decision to resign
began circulating worldwide,
ironically, just two days before
the Lenten season begins.
"Yes, that begins this
Wednesday (also 'known as
"Ash Wednesday"),and I find it
very interesting that he chose to
do it at this time. Lent calls us
all to change so it will be interesting to see how this goes over
the next several days."
• Pope Benedict XVI became
only the second pope to resign

Photo by David Gilkey / NPR

David Greene, a National Public Radio host and correspondent will-speak at Lovett Auditorium April 26.

The Murray High School
Speech Team, will host "An
Evening with NPR's David
Greene:.' Friday, April 26, at 7
p.m. t. at
Murray
State
University's Lovett Auditorium.
Greene, who co-hosts National
Public Radio's "Morning
Edition" each weekday, will
provide this event free to'public.
Michael Robinson, MHS
speech coach and MHS television production teacher, ,said
this event would support the
MHS- Speech Team, and dona-

will e accepted that
evening.
tins
"Those atte ding the event
may make 4 donation and
receive a tick as a receipt at
the door
the dollar
amount
a
0 the Murray
High School Speech Team," he
said. "These ,receipts ma' later
be used as a tax write-off."
Greene spent two years as a
student at. Murray Middle
School from the fall of 1986 to .
the summer of 1988. During
that time, David played saxoA
phone as a member of the MMS

See Page 2A

Red Cross
'Heroes'
campaign
to kick off
Staff Report
With March designated
nationwide as Red Cross
Month, a pancake breakfast has
been set to kick off that celebration in Murray.
The Heroes for the American
Red Cross campaign will be
from 8-10 am. Feb. 23, With
the breakfast at Culver's, 818
N. 12th St. in Murray. Cost is
$7,and all proceeds will benefit
the American Red Cross.
"Culver's has long been a
partner of the American Red
Cross. Wee proud to support
them and the good work they do

•See Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

;MOBILE HOME FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue was called to the scene of a reported mobile home fire at 54 Tripp Drive in the northeastern part of the county near Hico
around 10 p.m: Monday. No injuries were reported. Firefighters are pictured at the scene
after the flames were extinguished. No other information was available before press time.
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•Resignation...
conferences in that regard since
becoming spiritual leader of
from that position since
more than 1 billion Catholics in
Gregory XII in 1415. On that
2005.
•
occasion, Gregory quit to end a
Nellie Malys, a parishioner 'at
civil war within the church.
Published reports are that St. Leo. since 2004, said
Benedict's decision is "because Monday's news was a shock.
"I was just so surprised when I.
of advanced age."
"Strength of mind and body heard about it. I wish him the
are necessary, strength which in best, but I'm going to miss
the last few months has deterio- him," Malys said. "He seemed
rated in me to the extent that I to say that he's slowing down so
have had to recognize my inca- I hope he's all right. We just
pacity to adequately fulfill the
love him,though."
ministry entrusted to me,"
"I think he's doing -what he
Benedict said, accorIng to the
feels
is best for the church, and
Vatican.
he's
the
one who knows best
"There are probably issues
going on that only he knows, about) whatever it is that has
and he just feels it won't allow caused .him to do this," said
him to go on," said St. Leo Janet Fitch, also a St. Leo
Deacon Victor Fromm. "We parishioner.
also probably will never know.
Pope Benedict XVI is schedHe's 85, and this is a very uled to remain the Pope until
demanding thing to be the
Feb. 28. After that, the College
Pope."
of Cardinals, a group consisting
Fromm said Benedicts,
ingness to reach out to the youth of top Catholic leaders from
Of the Catholic churchis a high- throughout the world, will begin
light of his term as the Pope. the process of electing a new
Benedict oversaw several youth Pope.

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Tunes
A portrait of Pope Benedict XVI graces the front entrance of
St. Leo Catholic Church in Murray. Benedict stunned
Catholics worldwide Monday by announcing that he was
stepping down as pope.

•NPR's Greene...
From Front
Band and was active on stage at
the Playhouse in the Park. In
1998,David obtained his degree
in Government at Harvard and
later became a reporter for The
Baltimore Sun. Then in 2005,
Greene began his work for
National Public Radio and covered President George W.
Bush's second term in office —
working from a room dtle size of
a small closet in the basement
under the West Wing of the
White House.
Since then, Greene has covered stoiies in Russia, Libya,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Mongolia,
Rwanda, and Uruguay. Greene
has • received numerous awards
for his reporting including the
2011 Daniel Schorr Journalism
Prize for his coverage of the
uprising in Libya. In 2012,
Greene was named a host of
NPR's -Morning Edition," one
of NPR's flagship programs and

one of the most-listened-to
radio shows in the country.
In high school, Greene was an
active participant in Speech and
Forensics events and competed
in the _National Catholic
Forensic League National
Tournament in Boca Raton,
Florida in May 1993. Also a
competitor at that tournament
was the current coach of the
Murray High School Speech
Team, Michael Robinson.
"We are very excited to be
welcoming a good friend back
to Murray to talk about his life
experiences," Robinson said.
"The Murray High School
Speech Team motto is 'Not to
defeat an opponent nor to win a
prize, but to emulate the best.'
- When our students go into competition, it's people like David
that they are working to emulate. This is'a wonderful educational opportunity for Our students and our community that
will be priceless."

Codie

k\lews In Brief

rom Front

in our community. We are excited to participate in the Heroes
Campaign for the American Red
Cross," said Kris Foster,
Culver's owner and member of
the board of directors for the
Calloway County Red Cross
chapter.
For more than 95 years, volunteers with the Calloway
County Chapter have been
heroes to thousands of people
throughout Calloway County,
lending aid during times of disaster, supporting military families and training citizens in lifesaving CPR and first aid skills.
"Heroes for the American Red
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A lineup of hemp supporters that
bill to re-establish industrial included U.S. Sen. Rand Paul Cross" is a grassroots campaign
hemp in Kentucky if the versa- and U.S. Reps. John Yarmuth where local business people,
tile crop gets a federal pardon and Thomas Massie. Paul said school groups, church groups,
civic clubs and individuals
has won approval from a state
that legalizing hemp has the pledge to raise $1,000 for their
Senate conuninee.
.1"11e- --Sedate 14.dt-1i-hum— potential to create jobs process- local Red Cross chapter. This
' Committee advanced the bill on ing the crop into a variety of year, the Calloway County
chapter hopes- to raise $15,000
Monday after hearing from a products.

Committee approves hemp legislation

during this campaign to support
Red Cross services including
disaster relief, assistance for fire
victims, emergency military
communicatiOns, first aid and
CPR training and disaster preparedness information for our
community.
The Red Cross shelters, feeds
and provides emotional support
to victims of disasters, supplies
nearly half of the nation's blood,
teaches lifesaving skills-,`15i-bvides international humanitarian
aid and supports military imembers and their families. "Bi' e Red
Cross is a charitable organization - not a government agency and depends.on volunteers and
the generosity of the American
public to perform its mission.
For more information, visit
w w w.redcross.org:
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CADIZ,KVAP)- A western Kentucky man has been convicted
a second fir& in a murder and arson case.
The Paducah Sun reports jurors in Cadiz deliberated for less
than 90 minutes before returning Friday with a guilty verdict
against George Luna in the 2007 death of 46-year-old Debra
Hendrickson.
•
Prosecutors accused Luna of fatally beating Hendrickson and
burning her mobile home in Marshall County with her body inside
it. Investigators found Luna was livirrg witff her at the time.
Luna's 2008 conviction was thrown out by the state supreme
court due to a problem with a juror.
His second trial was moved to Trigg County after a jury couldn't
be seated in Marshall County.
The sentencing phase of the trial will begin on Monday.

Paul to deliver tea party response to Obama
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen. Marco Rubio isn't the only potential Republican presidential candidate delivering a response to
President Barack Obama's State of the Union address. Sen. Rind
Paul is giving the tea party's response.
The Tea Party Express, one of the largest organizations in the
movement, said Friday that the Kentucky senator will deliver its
response. The conservative lawmaker will speak immediately after
Rubio, who is giving the official Republican response to the president Tuesday night.
The group says it's pleased that Rubio and Paul, both of whom
had the backing of the movement in their 2010 elections, will be
speaking.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Pikeville is planning a tlatfield and
McCoy festival to capitalize on the popularity that etelevision
miniseries has brought to the old feud between families.
Interest in the feud has already boosted the area's tourism.
Pikeville resident Dusty Layne told WYMT-TV that he has run
into people from as far away as Canada who had comely retrace
the steps of the famous families.
Officials hope the feNeal planned for Labor Day weekend will
bring even more people and interest to the.region. Officials plan to
have vendors, concerts, fireworks, a parade and live reenactments.

Paul: Judd doesn't represent Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Sen. Rand Paul says actress and
activist Ashley Judd, who is considering a Senate run against
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, doesn't really represent
Kentucky or even live in the state.
The junior Kentucky senator made the comments Sunday on
CNN's "State of the Union" when asked about potential 2014 challengers to McConnell. ,

Town Crier
• The Ca
County
Public Library Boa
will
4:30
p:m.
at
meet
- Wednesday in the library's
meeting room. Among other
business, they will discuss
trustee certification the longterm planning committee,
staffing and the 70Q Olive St.
property.
Murray
State
• The
University Board of Regents
Ad Hoc Contract Review
Committee will meet at 1:30
p.m. Eastern time at Norton
Healthcare Suite 225, 243
East Gray St., in Louisville to
discuss MSU President Dr.
Randy Dunn's contract.
• The Murray Public Safety
Committee will meet at 5:40
p.m. Thursday at City Hall to
discuss the 16th Street speed
limit between Chestnut and
Main streets. The Finance &
Personnel Committee will
meet at 6 p.m. to review
quarterly financial reports, an
Alcohol Beverage Control
report and an employee
vacation policy amendment,

• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. Police
Chief Jeff Liles and ABC
Administrator Sgt. Kendra
Clere will give a report on
alcohol licenses. There will
be first readings of ordinances annexing and - zoning
as R-2 (single family residential) a 1.848 acre tract of land
located at 1620 Martin
Chapel Ro.ad owned by Scott
and Beverly Barnes and a
of
portion
0.786 acre
Calloway County right-of-way
into the city limits. Another
first reading will be for ordinances annexing and zoning
as R-4 (multi-family residential) a 2.648 acre tract of land
on the north side of College
Farm Road owned by Terry
Parker-Bell. •
The council will also vote
on a municipal order amending the 'employee vacation
policy to assist in the implementation of new payroll
processes and procedures.
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Codie D.Guthrie,93,of Murray,Ky.,died
Thursday, Feb. 7.2013,
at Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray.
Guthrie wa a member of First Baptist Church of,
Murray; amember of the Knights Templar of
Mayfield; a retired Inn Keeper for Holiday Inn of
Salem, Ill.; and a World War II veteran of the US.
Army Air Corps.
He was preceded in'cleath by his wife,
Alvenia Walter Guthrie:
parents, -Edward and Elizabeth Shultz Guthrie
; one daughter,
,Barbara Coltharp; two brothers, Stan and Paul
Guthrie.,and one sister. Edith Guthrie.
He is survived by his son, Larry COdie
Guthrie and wife,
Marilouise, of Fallbrook, Calif.; two daughter
s, Shirley Coltharp
and husband,Gerald, of Sedalia and Linda
Dianne Newton,of New
Caney, Texas; 10 grandchildren, 10 great-grandchild
ren and two
great-great-grandchildren.
Services were held at II a.m. Monday,Feb. 11.2013
, in the Byrn
Funeral Home Chapel. with Dr. Donald Badgley
officiating.
Interment followed in Massac Memorial Gardens.
Visitation was
held from 5-8 p.m. Sunday. Feb. 10.2013, at the
funeral home.
- Serving as pallbearers were Robert Coltharp
, Glynn Coltharp,
Brian Coltharp, Corey Coltharp,Timmy Oneill and
Sam Mahan.
Arrangements were handled by Byrn Funeral Home of
Mayfield.

Ricky (Cotton) Tucker
Graveside servicss for Ricky (Cotton,),;rucker, 58, of
McKenzie.
Tenn., formerly of Murray, Ky., will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesd
ay.
Feb. 13. 2013, at Mt. Carmel Cemetery with the Rev.
Glenn Cope
officiating. Visitation will be held after 3 p.m. Tuesday
, Feb: U.
2013. at Brummitt Funeral Home in McKenzie. Tenn.,
and after II
a.m. on Wednesday at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home:
Tucker died at 6:3Q p.m. Saturday. Feb. 9, 2013, at McKenz
ie
Regional Hospital in McKenzie.Tenn.
He was born June 17, 1954, in Murray. He was a member
of
Bethel Baptist Church in McKenzie and the owner of an automob
ile
-detail shop.
His father, Bobbie Tucker. preceded him in death.
Tucker is survived by his wife, Winona (Lyles) Tucker. to
whom
he was married Aug. 31, 1973; one daughter, Elizabeth Jackson
and
husband. Kevin. of Purye-ar, Tenn.; his mother. Clara (Watkin
s)
Thomas.of Murray;(via sisters. Danna Hutson and husband. Pat.
of
Hazel and Teresa Loveridge and husband. Butch, of Hardin;
one
brother. Sammie Tucker and wife, Laura. of Murray; and one stepgrandson, Ross Jackson, of Puryear. Tenn.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
charity of your choice in honor of Ricky (Cotton) Tucker.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

GOSTal Ends
a
Gerral Eade, 73, of Murray, Ky.; died Saturday, Feb.
9, 2013, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Eads was born March ,15, 1939, in Faul Hill. He
."1
retired as a
maintenance worker for the city park and was a member of
Dexter
Pentecostal Church.
PHe was preceded in death by his parents, Deltrion Lee and
Eva
';"•'';„
Ann Eads.
He is survived by his wife. Velie Balentine Eads,of
Murray; two
stepsons, Kenneth Jones, of Benton and Keith Jones,
of Murray;
three stepdaughters. Teresa Joyce, of Benton. Tammy
Hicks. of
Murray and Betty Tucker, of Murray; a twin brother, Earl
Eads, of
South Carolina; one sister, Geneice Hansens, of Illinois;
14 stepgrandchildren and three stepgreat-grandchilden.
Services will be held Wednesdayk Feb. 13. 2013, at 11 a.m.
at
Heritage Family Funeral Home with the Rev. Elijah Balentin
e officiating.siBurial will follow' at Wilkerson Cemetery in
Ja
.
rs; wRIGHT i Ledger & Times
Russell
Springs. Visitation- will be held ftom 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb.
MONDAY AFTERNOON WRECK: Vehicle
pieces lay
12.
2013,at Heritage Family Funeral Home.,
strewn in the grass Monday afternoon at the scene of
a fourExpressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to vehicle wreck at the intersection -of Ky. 94 and Crossland
Aubry Stone, do Dorothy Stone, 523 McDaniel Cemetery
Road. Road aboot two miles west of Murray. The
Calloway County
Murray, KY 42071. Arrangements are being handled by
'
/
,
Heritage Sheriff's Office
reported that one person sustained injuries
Family Funeral Home.
that required medical treatment, but those injuries
were
believed to be minor. The crash happened at about
3:30 and
caused Ky. 94 to be closed between Crossland
and Rob
Mason roads for about two hours as emergency personn
el
eaned up the area.
•

Human Rights Commissioners
hear about bullying in advance
of March town hall meeting
WOOD Electronics Inc.

Serving Calloway Countyfor 23 years!
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
body who is showing bullyStaff Writer
ing behavior, because no'one
We are proud to otTer"the
In preparation for its has to label
a bully because
planned town hall meting on they
complete line of DISH
can all change."
bullying at. Murray Middle
On
the same. token,
products including the new
School on March 11, the
McCuiston said the person
Hopper Whole-Home HD
Murray
Human
Rights who might be a victim
of bulCommission heard from eduMike
&
Jack
DVR.
Wood
lying today can also bully
cators and concerned citizens
someone else the, next day.
Monday evening about the
She said children whOi are
403 Maple St(On the Court Square)
social problems facing local
witnesses to bullying have to
children.
Murray, KY
be reminded that is in their
Eleanor Spry, assistant
power to change the situation
superintendent of curriculum
based
On how they react to
and instruction for Murray
Independent School District, seeing the objectionable
told commissioners that the behavior. McCuiston said
district's bullying policy online pledges where stubreaks down the definition of dents sign their names and
bullying. She said students say they will not be bullies
are informed that bullying are effective for prevention
Johnie Marie Crass
Funeral services for Johniev1arie Crass. 84, of Murray, Ky.. will -behaviors will not be tolerat- because the children are more
AUTHORIZED RETAILER
conscious if they break their
be held Wednesday, Feb. I
tit:Morn fee rnontrwiy fees and Ores on nayavet and type of recovers
13, at 2 p.m. at J.H. Churchill ed, and administrators follow
oaf apply AN pnces peckages.
programmin
g features functronaldy and offers sulaact to change without
promises.'
notice Loud and
Funeral Home wfth the Rev.Sammy Cunningham officiating. Burial up when bullying reported.
state sales taxes may apply Programiwng rs avaeabie Ion sing tangy
dwellings located in the United •
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gical technician at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 29 years. lying support group.
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Karen McCuiston of the director. Lee Hirsch. to
She was preceded in death by her parents J.W. Gamble Jr.. and
Erma Mcgain Adams Gamble; stepfather. James L. Adams; and Kentucky Center for School Paducah's Maiden Alley
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P
Williams Poll and husband, Michael. of Murray; three brothers, differences. She said it is also
Mike Gamble and wife. Kristie, of Hopkinsville. Robert Gamble important to remember that
and wife, Leesa. of Benton, Mike Adams and wife. DoAthy, of bullying behaviors do not
Finger,Tenn.; seven grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.
have to be permanent.
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Arrangements were lyndled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home &
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The only married couple
at Fern Terrace,
Ruthie & T.L. have been
married for 72 years,
111.010.

It will soon be time to plant your spring garden.
Bulk and packaged seed now available.
hop earlyfor best selection.

'7e love living here."
—Ruthie & TL Adams

osso

of Murray

GARDEN kANTS COMING SOON INCLUDE:
Broccoli • Ca bage • Brussell Sprouts • Tuscan Kale
Cauliflower • Romaine • Mesclun • Spinach
Bibb Lettuce • Joi Choi• Strawberries • Asparagus• Onions
Open Monday-Friday 9-4, Saturday 9-3
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www.beanstoblossomscom
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Two classy programs

IN OTHER WORDS

The following are editorials from other newspaI think I know how Tyler seats by Bonnie and-Cliff Hig- skyline, a
pers in Kentucky offering opinions about issues of Holloway, the assistant coach ginson, who are representing silhouette
of the Belmont Bruins and the Murray State in Belize. We considerably
importance.
different

tournament, but the teams I
played on in the 1970s were
mediocre at best. Belmont has
made the NCAA tohrnament
former shooting guard of the came to the game early so we
field again and again, the same
the
going to be forced to be depend- Murray State Racers felt as he could cross the court to chat from
Harlan Daily Enterprise
thing we are familiar with at
ent on assistance programs sat on the Belmont bench next with Belmont coach Rick Byrd, city's skyHarlan, Ky.
Murray State. And now Belto the scorer's table last Thurs- who along wiith Athletic Direc- line today,
Kentucky
General because they can't find jobs.
,The
and Murray State are •
mont
with
its
Our region has been for- day night. He watched as-his tor Mike Strickland (Murray
Assembly once again has the
together in the OVC. Can you
opportunity to undo a wrong gotten far to? long.
beloved Racers held off a coura- State's former.,/D) orchestrat- "Batman
imagine any classier remarks
geous late game charge by the ed Belmont's move from the Building,"
that has gone on fy too long
than those made by a losing
at the expense of eastern Ken---kentucky New Era
league-leading Bruins to win NAIA to NCAA Division I. as our chilcoach than those by Coach
tucky residents.
74-70, to maintain. Murray We also shook hands with dren used to Hoica;nd
Hbpkinsville, Ky.
Rick Byrd following the Racer
Now, more than ever it is
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell State's credentials as the team Coach Tyler Holloway, who refer to the
By James
.victory? Have you ever heard
time for the legislative leaders appears to be fighting for a to beat in the Ohio Valley we loved to watch play when BellSouth
Duane l3dlin
classier remarks by a coach after
to push forward with a bill spon- new identity as he prepares Conference. It Must have been lx.played at Murray State. At structure.
Anyway, Ledger & limes any game than those by Coach
sored by Rep. Fitz Steele. D- for a possible 2014 Republi- very diiticult, Alight of mixed the . half, 'We...talked with Dr.
Columnist
.Steve Prohm? Folks, these are
Robert Fisher, Belmont's charis- I went from
Hazard, to return all coal sev- can primary challenge from the emotions.
We
two classy programs. Of course,
counpresitax
the
erance
dollars to
It was for me. I love Mur- matic, student-oriented
tea party wing of Kentucky
ties that produce the coal and tonservatism.
ray State, the institution that dent. I also serendipitously ran County High School to play I'm biased.
I think MSU President Dr.
pay the taxes.
This might be a survival gave me- a chance• to come into Dr. Mike Await, my now- basketball and study History,
Floyd County Judge-Execu- tactic, but it doesn't suit into my own as a professor retired Philosophy professor. Dr. in that order, at Belmont Col- Randy Dunn saw me talking
tive R.D. "Doc" Marshall indi- McConnell',and it doesn't sound of history, With a department Awalt taught me in a Philos- lege, a small Baptist liberal 'with Belmont's pr‘sident, Di.
cated in a . story published genuine.
that gave me the freedom to ophy of Religion class all those arts institution with a decid- Bob Fisher. Dr. Dunn, I want
recently that he expects the,. - In a telephone messlge, the teach and research and serve, years ago. He somehow seemed edly Old South air. Back then, you to know that I have been
outcome of the bill to be of senator recently recorded to to develop my talents, to so much more friendly and the sports teams were still called commissioned to write the histhe same unfavorable fate as deliver to constituents in a improve my weaknesses, and, less intimidating. In fact, back the Rebels — only in the 1990s tory of Belmont University_ At
those filed by preyious legis- robocall, he talked about NB' in short,' to practice my call, then, he scared me to death. did jelmont become the Bru- the end of a recent, lengthy
and the antebellum man- interview with Dr. Fisher about
lators in years past. ,
When I first went to Bel- ins
opposition to President Barack ing. And .then, I will always
Adelicia ACklen dom- his tenure at the Nashville
of
sion
Sadly, for the counties pro- Obama's proposals to curb gun love Belmont University, the mont as a wide-eyed freshman
ducing the coal and paying the violence. McConnell said he'll institution where I discovered in 1974. I thought I had hit .inated the miniscule campus. institution, the Belmont presi.tax, the need to return the fight "tooth and nail" against my calling, where mentors the big time,. After all, my In those days, we played Fisk dent old me that at OVC meetmoney to the coalfields is at the president and others he nourished my mind and soul. hometown of Dixon, a west- and Trevecca Nazarema, and ings, Dr. Dunn was the most
a critical point now as many portrays as wanting to restrict and where basketball disci- ern Kentucky county-seat town David Lipscomb and Ithools impressive president in the
are financially sli-apped due to the rights of Americans to keep plined my body and use of of 500• souls, had one stop- in the Volunteer State Athlet- room. Again,everywhere I turn,
the decline of the industry over and bear arms. "Their efforts time to such an extent that I light only, at the intersection ic Conference (the old VSAC), my university makes me proud.
affiliated with the small colthe psi four years.
And Belmont University has
to restrict your rights, invad- was able in hindsight to hold, of Leiper Street and Highway
The money needs to be ing your personal privacy and off genetic heart disease, for 41-A,just down the street from lege National Association of come a long way. I am honAthletics ored to tell the Belmont Story.
returned with • strong "encour- overstepping their authority, years and organize my life in my father's drugstore. Back in Intercollegiate
home
We-played
our
(NAIA).
to
used
be
it
that
agement"
with executive 'orders is just a way to accomplish more than those days before Interstate 24, games in tiny Striplin Gym. And I am honored to teach
contin6e to ,develop infrastruc- plain wrong," he said.
I thought had the ability to we traveled to Nashville along and we traveled on a rickety and write and work at Murture that fuels diversification
ray State. I have had the best
old 41, a two lane- road that
accomplish.
The Senate Republican
bus to exotic faraway places
of the local economy. Our econ- leader's message sounded like
Readers, unless you have passed through Trenton and Such, as Tusculum and Ten- of two worlds, two classy uniomy's dependence on coal clear- a calculated defense against not heard, Murray, State Uni- Pembroke and Guthrie. Once
versities. I could not ask for .
ly seems to be outliving the challengers who say he's just versity and Belmont Universi- we mWe it through Guthrie nessee Temple and Carson- more.
.
•
region's life expectancy due to no longer conservative enough ty are two classy tmiversities, on theMnnessee line, the birth- Newman in the east, and Union
Duane Bolin teaches in the
and Christian Brothers and
various factors, especially at
to represent today's conserva- and the Racers and the Bru- place of the great writer Robert LemoYne-Owen on our west- Department of History at Murthe federal level of our govray .Siate -University. He
ins are the two -basketball pro- Penn Warren, we would make ern swing.
tive Kentuckians.
-ernment_
majored in History and coAdding to' the rhetoric. grams that represent ,the two our way through a serene TenByrd
Rick
when
Later,
The money clearly is run- McConnell's campaign manag- classiest programs in the OVC nessee countryside to Adams.
captained the Belmont Univer-,
ning out and our cities, coun- er, Jesse Benton, told support- and perhaps in the nation. Of.. • and then Springfield and became the head coach, little, sity
basketball team in the
ties and other entities are find- ers- in a letter that "gun-grab- course. I am biased. Evelyn Ridgetop, before finally com- Belmont would make some 1970s. Co.ntact Duane at
ing it difficult to survive. bers" in the Senate want to and I were given two ringside ing in sight of the Nashville noise in the NAIA's TiatiOnal Molingmurraystate.edu.
Already, layoffs, cuts in serv- "gut out Constitution."
ices and elimination of vari'Does McConnell intend to
ous projects have been a result stir up fear among Kentuckof the loss of coal severance ians and convince us the govdollars. Current needs cannot ernment is coming for our guns?
be met chic to dwindling funds It sounds that way. It sounds
is Enuf." Written by Ntoztalce
by
from the state and federal gov- like he wants to create a false
The roots of African-Amer- Even' g With Spike Lee: Amer- bered
crisis and then position him- ican History Month go back. ica
Shange, the piece was cony „Lens." The family and
ernments.
ceived as a "choreo-poem," a
We have previously com- self to fight off the liberals to the 1920s, when historian noted writer, director, actor and friends, and
.
moderatesif
combination of poetry, music
producer addressed an enthu- anyone who
mended area councils and other and
already have Carter G. Woodson organized
don't
we
if
As
and movement- that tells the
entities for being proactive and enough political maneuvering and founded the Association siastic — and notably diverse worked with
interwoven stories of Africanpreparing for this downward that attempts to twist political for the Study of Negro Life — audience in Lovett Audito- him in theAmerican women,and has been
ater. •
spiral of funding. The coal tax messages but does little to lead and History (ASNLH) and rium.
described as a "passionate elegy
Onstage
The MSU Office of Multidollars have_been our lifeblood the country toward construc- announced Negro History.
for black women everywhere."
to date.
Week. The first celebration cultural Affairs has a calendar at Playhouse
tive solutions.
Rod recruited a cast of young
As a region, we can only
'this is not the same Mitch occurred in February-1925, the of events that includes the Dr. in the Park,
women,
African-American
hope that our legislative lead- McConnell we admired in an month chosen because it inslud7 Steve Jones lecture series, and Rod captiers take Steele's bill seriously. editorial less than a month ago ed,the birthdays of both Abra- on February 23 at 6 ,p.m., the vated local Main Street some of whom -had never set
foot on a stage. Opening night
Yes, we agree with Judge- when he worked like a states- ham Lincoln and Frederick seventh annual African-Amer- audiences in By Constance
at Johnson Theater was unforExecutive Marshall, "If we pro- man to negotiate the congres- Douglass. As a - result of that ican Heritage gala. starts at 6 the August
Alexander
duce it, we ought to get to sional compromise on the fis- first observance, black history p.m. in the Curris Center Ball- Wilson play, Ledger & Times gettable. By the end, in the
section titled "Th Laying on
"Fences,"
keep it. Howe‘er, we also cal cliff. A statesman doesn't clubs were established to 1130111.
Columnist
of Hands," the atmosphere was
Throughout the month, performed
Apow the fight won't he an attempt to instigate fear where enco
d acknowledge the
so emotionally charged that the
an
easy one as the legislators from fear has no jtistification.
African Americans in WKMS-FM, MSU's National during
McConnell will seek his
audience was orfiVreet:'Many
History
African-American
hosts
affiliate,
io
Ra
Public
documbt4
other regions of the state don't
term in the next elec- the country's history and cul'es that address a Month years ago. He played with tear-streaked faces. 141
want to give up the state's sixth
ture.
tion. He is the most promishare of the funds because it nent Kentucky Republican of
Woodson died in 1950, and variety of topics. Coming up the spellbinding role of Gabriel. those final moments, there was
may set their agendas back some his generation, but many in by that time, Negro History next Sunday at 9 a.m. is an a man permanently damaged empathy. We had achieved a
in war who speaks of sharing place_ of respect and underin 1kheir own communities.
the tea party want to replace Week was well-established, exploration of the Harlem
The failure - of the Legisla- him with a more conservative with blacks and increasing num- Renaissance, about the inter- biscuits with St. Peter and car- standing for what others have
re to take this seriously will senator. Is this where Ken- bers of whites joining in its section of music, religion and ries a trumpet. In the end, suffered and finally. overcome.
For more information on
nly prove more detrimental tucky conservatives are head- recognition. With the civil rights politics during this era of unable to play a note, he tries
to not only our region, but to ed? It looks like the fringe of movement in the 1960s, the African American acComplish- to open the gates of heaven WKMS programming, log on
our state as a whole because the Republican party wants to significance of black history ment. On February. 24 at 9 for his 'flawed brother with a to wkms.org/tenn/black-histomore and more people are. eat its own.
gained. additional attention, and a.m., "Race and the Space tribal dance and a- wild, howl ry-month-2013. For information
by
in 1976 the.week was expand- Race" tells stories of African of a song. In the end, Rod's about events organized
Opinions expressed 'on the- Forum page do not ed into.a. month. To honor the Americans who broke color bar- stunning portrayal of the char- MSU's Office of Multiculturacter made us believe that he al Affairs, go to www.murnatimisbi-centennlal, President riers at NASA.
necessarily'reflect the editorial opinion of the
actually achieved his goal. to raystate.edu/HeaderMenu/Admi
events
the
all
Amidst
Gerald R. Ford urged AmeriMurray Ledger & Times.
make "se gates otheaven nistration/StudentAffairs/depart
Africanhonor
to
designed
cans to "seize the opportunity
wide as God's ments/OfficeofMulticulturalAfto hono*the too-often neglect- Americans ofdistinction.I think stand open .as,
,
closet."
fairs/AfricanAmericanHeritageimmense
of
man
local
a
of
ed accomplishments of black
was
Also mesmerizing as a direc- Gala.aspx.
who
Reed,
Roderick
talent,
of
area
every
in
Americans
tor,one of Rod's finesjnOm.ents
Read Main Street online at
endeavor throughout bur his- a dear friend and gifted actor
'For Col- www.murrayledgercom. Cona Murray was his work
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director.
and
tory."
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Zetas of MWC to meet
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A GERMAN PRESENTATION: Murray State University student Noah Zipko, left, presented a talk on Germany to Dr.
Johnston's Global Marketing class Feb. 5. with guest presenter and international student from Germany Max Lukesch,
right.

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Feb. 14, at 2 p.m. at the clubhoust."Tab Brockman will'
speak about "Where We Can Play." Thought for the day will be by
Bonnie Jones. Hostesses will be Jones and Frances Matarazzo. All
members are encouraged to attend.
Special to the Ledger
Trained AARP volunteers will
CCMS SBDM couchl to meet
be available at the MurrayThe Calloway County Mitidle School-Based Decision-Making Calloway
SeniorCounty
Council will hold its regularly scheduled monthly meeting Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St..
Wednesday, Feb. 13. at 3:45 p.nbi.in the school's library/media csn- Murray, for free tax help every
ter. This meeting is open to the public.
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. beginning Feb. 6, through
/Itlealth department lists new hours
April 3.
Effective March 3, the Calloway County Health Department's
Participants will need to bring
a hours of operation will change to the following: Monday through
Wednesday from 8 aim. to 4:30 p.m.; Thursday, from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.; and Friday, from 8 a.m. to noon. Environmental office hourN
will be 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. Monday through Friday.Special to the Ledger,
•
West Kentucky Bibte School
Ash Wednesday service set
Term will be held
Spring
37
Grove
Church.
Lynn
United Methodist
Browns.Grove Roacl,
will host the Calloway Cluster of UMC Ash Wednesday service Tuesday nights beginning Feb.
Wednesday. Feb. 13, at 7 p.m. The service will incorporate several 12, through -May 7, at Benton
UMC pastors from around Calloway County. including Rev. David Church of Christ. 3091 Main
Albritten, of Kirksey and Goshen UMC; RA Jason W. Jones, of St.. Benton.
John Dale, instructor, will
...Bethel and Brooks Chapel UMC; Rev. Dan Leslie, of Hazel and
about New Testament
speak
Mason's Chapel UMC; Rev. Eugene Nichols, of South Pleasant
First
The
UMC.
Grove UMC; and Rev. Jim Stahler, of Murray's
public is invited to attend.

Free tax help available
a copy of last year's tax return.
W-2 forms from each eMployer.
SSA-1099 forms,all ,1099 forms
showing interest and dividends;
Social Security cards or other
official documentation for themselves and all dependents.
For an apfiointment. call 7530929.

By BOB hicGAUGHEY
MSL1 Print Media
Michael 'Lee. of WK&T
Telecommunications
Cooperative, will be the spipker
at the Tuesday. Feb. 19.
Professional Organization for
Network
&
Information
in
meeting
Technologies
Paducah.
The meeting will be from
noon to 1 p.m. at CSI Inc.
Admission is free and lunch will
be provided. Attendees need to
RSVP to msu.point@murraystate.edu.
Lee will provide information
and updates regarding his company's new fiber nentvork project called "Flite." Flite will
deliver significantly faster
Internet speeds to conimunity

Educationalforums to
continue

residents and prepare the way
for a new generation of communications services.
POINT was started in
February 2009 by the Regional
Business and Innovation Center
(RBIC),the MSU depaitment of
computer science and information systems, and the Center for
Telecommunications Systems
Management.
The mission of, POINT is "to ,
introduce and share knowledge
in the -high-tech fields of software development and information technology while providing
environments for professionals
to network on a regular basis."
For more information call
Beth Ward at the RBIC at 8096074.

Baby Registry
Stacie & Junior Alguire
Tanara & Wesley Babcock
Kristy & Jake Bass
Elisabeth & Jacob Bryan

Allison & Hunter Burke
Special to the Ledger
Alecia & Justin Cherry,
The Murray State University
Department of History will conHaylee Dodd
tinue its weekly Educational
Daryl & Aaron Dugger
Research Forums Thursday.
Sands: & Brandon Fisher
Feb. 14. at 4 p.m. in room 506
Candace GdVerfl & Chad Henson
Survey from 6:30-7:40 p.m. and of Faculty Hall on MSU's camChris King. instructor, will pus.
Cayla Guge & Zach Nelson
Brent Taylor. adjunct lecturer
speak about First- and Second
Stoya & Dustin Hastings
Corinthians from ;7:50-9 p.m. in history, will present "Silent
Brittainy Henson lli Brendan Nix
For more information call, Mark Films Speak to Students." The
Brittney & Ryan Houston•
continue
will
forums
research
or
527-3585
Ray at (270)
Lonnie Woodruff at (270) 703- every Thursday through May 2.
Ashlee & Bryan Hopkins
They are free and open to the
/1161.
Taylor & Chris Hopkins
public. For more information
Alycia & Stephen Jaw
aolD.
about topics. speakers. and
Heather & Jeff Kirks
times,contact Kay Hays at 809or
2234
Lindsey & Brandon Lawrence
_student of Daniel Mason. Both khays?morraystate.edu.
Lauren & James Martin
winners will receive a $1,000
Whitney & Michael McClain
cash prize and an MSU music
Heather Miller & Luke Carpenter
scholarship.
Founded in 1987 by former
Jessica & DavieMorrison
MSU professor Richard Scott.
Reannon Nance & Juan Ramos
the purpose of the Young Artist
Paige & Corey Newsome
Concerto Competition is to
school
high
best
shoNase the
Beth Ann & Justin Pounds
musicians from the region and
Lisa & Patrick Pyle
to give them an incentive to
to the Ledger
Special
Jessica & Jake Robinson
hone their special talents as a
Western Kentucky Polar
Soloist with a symphpny orchesMary Sadler & Shaun Rowland
Plunge, one of the biggest
tra.
fundraisers of • Gretch.en Schuchardt & John Hayes
The Paducah Symphony Special Olympics
- Chelsey Stamps & Grant Barrow
Orchestra is a 50 I(c)3 non-prof- the year. will be held saturttay;-.
a.m.•
10
at
beginning
Carrie & Josh Szwed
it organization. The Kentucky Feb. 16.
Arts Council. the state arts Participants solicit donations to
Nikki & Kyle Underhill
ngency, provides operating sup- support their effort buo4nstead
& Kevin Wiggins
Ashley
port to the Paducah Symphony of walking."polar bears" take a
Nissa & Mark Wilson
Orchestra with state tax dollars dip into the lake at Kentucky
and federal funding from the Dam Village State Resort Park.
National Endowment for the Last year. the Polar Plunge
raised $95.000 to support the
Arts.
efforts of SO athletes.This
year's event is joined by the
inaugural Polar Plunge 5k,
which will run through
Careers." Child care is avail- Kentucky Dam Village State
able, as well as activities for Park that same day.
Children's Cloth* & Accessories
children and teen. For informa"Home of All Things Nursery
For more information visit
tion, contact Cheryl at .293- hitp://kentuckyplunge.com or
209 N. 12th St.• Murray •
4126,cherylg64@mchsi.com or contact Laura Miller at
751367534
visit www.fbcmurray.fbcmur- lmslp I yahoo.com or 293www .laidrabbitmurra corn
ray.org and www.singleandpar9054.
enting.org/.
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ALS Support Group to meet

The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support
Group will meet Thursday. Feb. 14, at 6 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Center for Health and Wellness
Classroom. For more information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.
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Additional volunteer trainings have been
scheduled for parents, grandparents and
Interested family members of the Calloway
County School District for the 2012-13 school
year. iltlesday, Feb. 12, at 6 p.m. or
Wednesday, Feb. 13,at 9 a.m. in the meeting
room of the CC Board of Education. This is
for anyone who missed training at their individual school. For more information call
Kym Hopkins at 762-7410.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Feb. 14'.
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at (2713) 918-1052:

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday. Feb 14, at 7 p.m. at'Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Murray. Meetings are open to the public.and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
-

Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
Feb. 14. at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta BarroW.at 489-2436.

-Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 13-22 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who. needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 East, beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Rebate night set

Special Olympics will hold abate night Wednesday. Feb. 13. at
Mr. Gatti's, Murray. from 4-9 p.m. For more information contact
Laura Miller at Imslplgyahoo.com or 293-9054.

Ash Wednesday services set

St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St., Murray, invites
the community to commemorate Ash Wednesday. the first day of
Lent, with a service of Holy Eucharist and Imposition of Ashes
Wednesday. Feb. 13. at noon and 6 p.m. For more information call
The Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.

CCHS SBDM council to meet

The Calloway County High School-Based Decision-Making
Council will hold a regularly scheduled meeting Wednesday. Feb.
13, at 3:30 p.m. in the media center:The public is invited to attend

Library board to meet

The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will
Wednesday. Feb. 13, at 4:30 p.m..

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Department of Music hosted the
final round of the annual Young
Artists Concerto Competition
Feb. 3. Co-sponsored by the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
the concert featured six talentvi
high school musicians.
The Competition was divided
into two divisions: piano and
• instrumental. The winner-of the
piano division was Kevin Wang,
of Brentwood. Tenn.; who performed the first movement of
Rachmaninoff's Se‘ond Piano.
Concerto. Op. 18. Wang is a
dent of Amy Dorfman.The winner of the instrumental division
was violinist Eric Xiong, of
Lexington. who performed the.
first movement of Henryk
Wieniawski' Second Violin
Concerto, Op. 22. Xiong is a

Seminar set for Feb. 13
Special to the Ledger
Single & Parenting. a help
seminar and weekly group for
single parents. will be held at 6
p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 13. at
First Baptist Church. 203 South
Fourth St.. Murray.
The topic will be "Money and
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Thousands attending ex-sniper's
memorial Monday at Arlington

Murray

Before and during the serv- post-traumatic stress disorder.
Kyle. Littlefield and Routh
iCe4ittures of Kyle, his fain*
and SEALS were shown On a welt all together when they
large screen in the stadium. The arrived at the shooting range at
back page of the memorial serv- Rough Creek Lodge, about 50
ice program included handwrit- miles southwest of Fort Worth,
ten notes fronr Kyle's young authorities say. Routh later fled
kids, signed "Baby Girl" and the range in Kyle's truck and
'went to his sister's home.
"Bubba."
According to a search warKyle completed four tours of
duty in Iraq and wrote the best- rant, Routh told his sister and
selling book "American Sniper." brother-in-law that the men
Kyle's funeral service is "were out shooting target pracscheduled for Tuesday. He will tice and he couldn't trust them so
be buried at the Texas State he killed them before they could
Cemetery in Austin after a 200- .kill him." Routh's sister called
the police, describing her brothmile funeral procession.
Another Iraq War veteran, er as "psychotic." Routh was
25-year-old Eddie Ray Routh, arrested after a short police
has been charged in the killings chase.
Routh's brother-in-law told
of Kyle and his friend Chad
Photo provided
Littlefield at a gun range. Routh authorities that Routh had
for Pvt.
dedication
Honor
Attending the Amemorial service and Confederate Cross of
is being held in Erath County tin recently been diagnosed with
Barry
Garland,
David
left,
from
standing
post-traumatic stress" disorder. Nathaniel Oliver Bowman (1836-63) included,
$3 million bond.
Irving
and
Hooper
Mary
Fields,
Penny
Dixon,
Sara
The director of the nonprofit One of Routh's attorneys, J. Grogan, James Stom, Lacy McGregor,
that Kyle set up to give in-home Warren St, John, said his client Parker: kneeling are Sandy Forrest and Johnny Young.
fitness equipment to physically had been released from the
and emAtionally wounded veter- Dallas Veterans Affairs hospital
an has said that..Kyle and against his family's wishes just
Littlefield apparently had been two days before the shootings.
10, at 2:30 p.m. at Bowman Cemetery in
Littlefield's funeral was held Special to the Ledger
helping Routh work through
County.,
Calloway
The J.N.• Williams Chapter of the United
Friday in Midlothian, where he
was a Calloway County native and
Bowman
Heiman
Fort
and.
and Kyle were neighbors. After Daughters of the Confederacy
the funeral. Littlefield's relatives, Camp No. 1834 of the Sons of Confederate Confederate soldier of Company F of the 154th
said the men's outing with Routh Veterans, Murray. conducted a memorial service 'Senior Regiment. Tennessee Infantry, CSA. He
tht
was intended to be therapeutic,
and Confederate Cross of Honor dedication for died in military service exactly 150 years ago
Littlefield's . father-in-law. Pvt. Nathaniel Oliver Bowman (1836-63). Feb. day.
Tom Montgomery, said Kyle
regularly took veterans to the
CalloNk a) Count) Chapter
shooting range, and that
Littlefield often assisted in
efforts to help -veterans..

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP)
— The raemorial serVite- for
slain ex-Navy SEAL sniper
Chris Kyle began Monday with
military pa1lbearers5arrying his
flag-draped coffin into Cowboys
Stadium„with some of Kyle's
relatives walking behind it.
Several thousand people
were in attendance, including
former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin
and her husband. Some in the
somber crowd carried flower
bouquets.
Many said before the service
started that they didn't know the
38-year-old Kyle. whom authorities say was killed 'Feb. 2 it a
North Texas shooting range by
an Iraq War veteran.
Air Force Master Sgt. Kevin
Phillips said he wasn't surprised
by the large turnout. He came
from his Fort Worth home to
honor "a brother in arms."
"I'm here to pay my respects
to him, and also for all of those
• who have fallen while serving
: this country," said Esperanza
; Meza. who is in the Texas State
• Guard.

ov

Memorial service, dedication held

American
Red Cross

Senate Democrats craft
bill to avert budget cuts

Every Donation Brings Hope

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

1722 Doran Road South
Here it is. your chance to get a newly built home at a great
price .This home is located in a new and growing subdivision with sidewalks and a quiet street. Located on a corner
lot, it offers a newly landscaped front yard, concert driveway. and a two car garage are just a few of the things you
. will get with this house, so give us a call today to schedule
your apclointment.

WASHINGTON(AP) — Top Senate Democrats to domestic programs and 8 percent to the
have prepared a plan to slice the pentagon's budg- Pentagon. The cuts, balled a sequester in
et by $3 billion a year in an -attempt to avoid far Washington-speak, are the result of the failure of
steeper cuts that defense hawks warn would crip- the 2011 budget "superconunittee" to agree on a
deficit-cutting pact.
•
ple the military.
"Absolutely none. The president's accepted no
to
hopes
D-Nev.,
Reid.
Harry
Majority Leader
stage a vote on the measure before $85 billion in spending cuts back in the fiscal cliff deal 45 days
automatic budget cuts start to 4ke effect in ago." Rep. Tom Cole, R-Okla:, said on ABC's
March.The bill is expected to produce about $120 "This Week" on Sunday."Then you're going to get
billion in deficit savings over the coming decade, no revenue now."
House.Republicans do not have a rival plan to
enough to block the automatic cuts through the
off the cuts and instead point to a plan that
shut
end of the calendar year.
But Republicans are likely to block the measure passed twice last year, most recently by a slender
because it contains a 10-year. $47 -billion tax 215-209 vote in December. The GOP now conincrease known as the "Buffett Rule" that ould trols eight fewer seats in the House and there'-.
require people with miIlion-dQJjJpc.117s to pay hardeningsentiment among some tea party
a minimum 30.fitittietat. inetime tax. The rule is _Repu121100".fo allow the sequester to take effect.
So it's not clear that GOP leaders like Speaker
- named after liPilliontaire investor Warren Buffett.
— •?he measure ildittlthlinerratne about $24 billion • - John Boehner of Ohio could muster enough supby cutting much-criticized direct payments to port to stop the sequester before it takes effect
far.mets in addition to $27 billion in Pentagoh March 1.
Republicans have instead focused their energies
cuts. Interest savings would contribute most of the
a PR campaign saying the sequester idea had
on
rest.
in the White House in the summer of
origins
its,
but
unveiled,
officially
been
hasn't
measure
The
•
2011.
already is under assault from Republicans.
says it supports a
House
White
the
part.
its
For
ter"We again find'ourselvesin sad and familiar
but hassequester
the
avert
to
measure
short-term
Mitch
Leader
Minority
Senate
ritory," said
McConnell, R-Ky. "Democrats sit on their hands n't offered any suggestions dn what elements
until the last minute. Then they offer some gim- slintifel-be in it.
Democratic aides say the Senate plan is unoffimicky bill designed to fail."
Republicans vow that they won't accept tax rev- cial but is expected to be released later this week.
enues as part of any deal with President Barack The aides required anonymity since the plan isn't
Obama to- shut off the so-called sequester, which__ public.
would require across-the-board cuts of 5 percent

$1M reward for ex-Los
Angeles officer prompts tips
IRVINE,Calif.(AP) — A $1 million reward has
prompted numerous tips to authorities seeking a
fired Los Angeles police officer suspected of
killing three people. .
Los Angeles police Lt. Andrew Neiman says
well over 600 clues are being investigated as of
Monday morning.
,The search for former officer Christopher
Dorner is continuing in the Big Bear area of the

San Bernardino Mountains where his pickup truck
was found torched last 'week, but there's been no
sighting of him there.
In a related development, the Riverside County
district attorney plans an afternoon press conference regarding the investigation. Domer is suspected in two shootings in Riverside County that
killed a police officer and wounded two others.
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OVC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: TENNESSEE STATE 69, MURRAY STATE 61

PREP BOY'S BASKETBALL:
HEATH 66, MURRAY HIGH 51

Racers streak ends against TSU .Late rally not
• LAW SHOOTING
- DROUGHT LEADS
TO END OF SIX
GAME WIN STREAK

Photo provided

tion for Pvt.
island, Barry
er and Irving

From MSU ATHLETICS
A six-game win-streak by the
Murray State women's basketball team came to a close on
Monday night with a 67-61 loss
to Tennessee State at the CFSB
Center. The game got off to a slow
start for the liners (15-8, 8-4),
as the Lady Tigers (10-12, 6-5)
jumped out to an 11 point lead
mid-way through the opening
half. However, from that point,
Tennessee State went cold and
missed their last 13 shots of the
frame.
The drought allowed the
Racers to battle back and end
the half on a 13-0 run. Despite
trailing.,for the majority of the
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MSU SPORTS INFORMATION

Senior Guard Mariah Robinson dribbles past a Tennessee
State defender in Monday night's 69-61 loss. Robinson
had seven points and three steals.

stanza, the run allowed MSU to
take a 27-25 lead into the locker
room at the break.
In the second half, the two
-teams went back and forth for
the first 8 minutes, with neither
team able to pull away.
However, with 11:07 to play
freshman Erika Sisk hit a pair of
free throws to start a 15-7 run
that gave Murray State an eight
point lead with just under seven
minutes to play.
Despite the lead, the Racers
were not able to put TSU away
and allowed the Lady Tigers to
charge back. Leading by just
one with 3:31 to play, Murray
State experienced its own
drought and missed its last five
field goal atteMpts of the game
from that point.
Tennessee State was able to
take advantage of the cold spell
and ended the game on a 7-0
run. The Racers, however, were
not without their chances late in
See RACERS,8A

enough, Tigers
fall on tI4 road
•

•

PREP GIRL'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY HIGH 67, HEATH 50
se
.

trong finish
SOLID SECOND
HALF EARNS
LADY TIGERS
WIN MONDAY

a.

DAVID RAMEY / Ledger & Times

Tre Hornbuckle looks to score In the first half of Murray's
66-51 loss at Heath Monday night. Hornbuckle led the
Tigers with 15 points.
•

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
HEATH, Ky. - The Murray
High Lady Tigers are starting
slow.
But they are finishing •
strong.
Behind a 33-point performance•from Janssen Starks and a
double-double from JulieThiede, Murray defeated Heath
67-50 Monday.
Murray improved to 24-4
with the win, but it was the
third straight game Murray
trailed at halftime and had to
rally in the second half.
And with a trip looming to
No. 3 Henderson County"
tonight, Lady Tiger Rechelle
Turner hopes Murray breaks
that habit.
"It's been the tale of two
halves here lately. We haven't
played very well in the first
half the last few games. And
that's a big concern going up to
Henderson County. If we come
out and don't play any better
than that - it will be over for it
starts."
Turner says the slow starts
can be attributed to fatigue.
season you are
"This
getting physically and mentally
rundown. We're not getting
ourselves mentally ready to
play," Turner said. "But that's
on me. 1 haven't done a good
enough job of giving us a sense
DAVID RAMEY / Ledge? & limes
of an urgency before we take
defenders Monday
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

o

Defensive coordinator named, offensive line
From MSU ATHLETICS
Murray State Head Coach
Chris Hatcher has announced the
hiring of Dennis Therrell as
defensive coordinator, and
tabbed Davem Williams to coach
the defensive line. Both hires
announced
were officially

Monday.
Merrell joins the Racers after
spending the previous three seasons with the Las Vegas Locos of
the United Football League. He
speiv the 2012 season coaching
the &fensive backs, after coaching the linebackers in, 2010 and

2011. Therell helped the Locos
to the 2010 UFL ehampionship,
as well as a runner-up finish in
2011.
"Dennis is a great addition to
our staff," head coach Chris
Hatcher said. "lie brings valuable experience that will help to

develop a championship defense
and championship tearfi here at
Murray State."
Prior to his time in the UFL,
Therrell spent three seasons at
UNLV. After serving as the linebacket's coach4n 1007, he was
See FOOTBALL,SA

and score for the Tigers.
'ffle got into the lane tonight
at will. He's'got to work on finishing, but I saw a lot of good
Deshovanni
from
things
tonight."
Tandyen Shepphard tossed
in nine points for the Tigers.
Stonecipher was joined by
By DAVID RAMEY
LaDarrius Jackson who had 15
Sports Writer
HEATH, Ky. - Heath's Caleb points for the Pirates. Stonecipher put the knockout
Stonecipher's hot shooting
blow to the Murray High Tigers sparked the Pirates to a 22-7
early in Monday's contest.
lead at the end of the first quarStonecipher. poured in 12 of
ter. Heath led by 20 late in the
his game-High 25 points in the
quarter before s
second
first quarter as Heath outlasted
basket put the
Hornbuckle
a second-half Murray comeback and scored a 66-51 victo- count at 36-18 at halftime.
Murray's best basketball of
ry over Murray Monday.
"He made some easy bas- the night came in the third
kets and we let him gef a lot of quarter - as Murray started the
easy looks and get some easy period with a 16-5 run. A
baskets," Tiger head coach Hornbuckle stick back got the
key Adair saiti.,"He got into a
Tigers to within seven at 41-34
shooters rhythm tonight and
but Stonecipher then scored
you don't ever want to see
straight and the Pirates had
six
that."
Stonecipher was one prob- a 47-34 lead at the end of third.
Stonecipher's 3-point with
lem for the Tigers, but Adair
thought Stonecipher and his 5:17 remaining gave Heath a
Pirate teammates got too many 55-39 lead and effectively put
second opportunities as Heath the game away.
owned the boards.
Murray . also strtagled
was
difference
"The
shooting - hitting just one 3rebounding," Adair said. "You
pointer on the night.
can't give up 23-8 on the •
"On the night when shots
boards and expect to win. We"'
falling for us, we can't be
aren't
got on the boards in the third
quarter, but then they went on a bad on defense and bad with
our offensive rebounding,"
little run - and that was)t.
"We didn't .have a lot of Adair said.
energy on either end tonight Murray will close regular
and too much Stonecipher."
season play with two games at
The loss dropped Murray to Tiger Gym.
•
11-16. Heath improved to 16-7.
face Fulton County•
They
Tre Hornbuckle led the
tonight before hosting Carlisle
Tigers with 12 points.
"We got Tre the ball early in County Friday.
"We've got a short turnthe post but it wasn't there yet.
said.
but we will go to work
Adair
around,
But he came on,"
"Once he got going , he did a tonight and get them ready,"
good job. But that's to be Adair said.
expected. His young and he's Murray Hogh
7 11 16 17 —51
going to make some mistakes." Heath
22 14 11 19 —88
The Tigers also got a big
Murray High (11-16, 2.4)— Hombuckle
night from anotherireshman
12, Miles 10, Sheppard 9. Nisbet 6.
Miles
Miles.
Deshovanni
Foster 5. J Boone 4. Clark 4.0 Boone
scored 10 points, picking up 1
9-16
the slack for the absence of FO: 17 FF.
Andre Phillips.
5-2)-- C Slitecipher 25.
(167,
Heath
Adair said Phillips missed Jackson IS. Teiefair 10. Armstrong 4.
Castleman 3, N Stonecipher 3. Jordan
the game due to a "coaches 2, Rows 2, Kimbell 2
decision."
FO: 24 Ft 13-18
Miles was able to drive on

REBOUNDING,
HEATH'S HOT
NIGHT LEAD TO
LOSS
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New Orleans 105 Detroit WI__
San Antonio 103 Chic.ago 89
Washington 102. Milwaukee 90
Atlanta 105. Deltas 101

Prep Boy s Basketball
Monday
Ballard Memorial 84 Hickman Co 68
Carlisle Co 66 Graves Co 58
Heath 66 Murray High 51
Today ,
Lyon Co at Ballard Memorial 7 30 p m
Community Christian Paducah) at
Dawson Springs p m
Fulton City at Heath. 7 30 p m
Marshall Ca at Mayfield 7.30 p.m
Futton Co at Murray High. 7.30 pm
Calloway Co at Paducah Tilghman, 730
pm
Reidland at St Mary. 7 30 p m
Trigg Co at Todd County Central, 730
pm
Girls
Monday
Mayfield 62. Fulton Co 27
Murray High 67. Heath 50
Reidland 56. CgmmunSy Christian
(Paducah)55
Tngg Co 36. Christian Fellowship 15
Today
Marshall Co at Ballard Memorial,6 pm
Mayfield at Carlisle Co. 730 p.m.
Community Christian (Paducah) at
Dawson Springs. 730 p m.
Hickman Co at Graves Co . 6 p.m
Fulton City at Heath. 6 pm
Calloway Co at Paducah Tilghman. 6
p.m
Reidland at St Mary 6 pm
Trigg Co at Todd County Central, 6 p.m
OVC Women s Basketball
Monday
SEMO 67 SIU-Edvvardsville 62
Belmont 61 Lipsaimb 39
Tennessee State 67 Murray State 61
National Basketball Association
Monday
Minnesota 100 Cleveland 92
Charlotte 94 Boston 91
Lk Clippers 107 Philadelphia 90
Brooldyn 89 Indiana 84. OT

Today
Denver at Toronto, 7 pm
Portland at MIEIMI, 7 30 pm
crarriento at Memphis,8 p m
Oidahoma Crty at Utah, 9 p m
Houston at Golden Stale 10 30 pm
Phoenix at L A Lakers 10 30 p m
EASTERN CONFERENCE
L Pct
W
34 14 706
32 17 653
d-New Your
31 21 596
d-Indiana
30 21 588
Chicago
Brooklyn
30 22 577
28 22 560
Atlanta
Boston
27 24 529
Milwaukee
25 25.500
Philadelphia
22 28 440
Detroit
20 33 377
Toronto .
19 32.373
16 36.306
Cleveland
15 35 300
Washington
Orlando
15 36 294
12 39 235
Charlotte

GB
25
5
55
6
7
85.
10
"13
165
165
20
20
205
23.5

WESTERN CONFERENCE
L Pot GB
W
41 12 774
d-San Antonio
39 12 765
d-Oklahoma City
37 17 685 4,5
d-L A Clippers
32 18 640 75
Memphis
Denver
33 19 635 75
10
30 21 588
Golden State
28 24 538 12 5
Utah
13
1-4ouston
28 25 528
15
25 26 490
Portland
LA Lakers
24 28 462 165
18
22 29 431
Dallas
19 30 388
20
Minnesota
19 33 365 21.5
Sacramento
18 34 346 225
New Orleans
17 35 327 23 5
Phoenix
d-drvision leader

111 Racers...
From Page 7A
the game, but missed two
layups• in the last 30 seconds to
- give the„Lady Tigers a 67-61
.w
Sisk finished the game with a
career-high 29 points to go
along with five rebounds and
three assists. Senior Jessica
'• Winfrey led the Racert on the
boards in the game with II,
, while freshman Kelsey 1?4s
finished,ipt tne rebtfiAl.shy f
double-Vbuble with '12 tioills
and nine rebounds.
Kesi Hess led three Lady
Tigers in double figures- with
19, with 15 of those points coming by way of the 3-inter.
Simone Hopes followed wit 16
. points, while Jasmin Shuler
rounded out the TSU players in

•Girls...

double-digits witli 12. 1"
Murray State will look to
bounce back froth the loss when
they travel to league-leaders
Eastern Illinois on Saturday.
After topping the Panthers, 6858, earlier this year in Murray,
tile Racers will be looking to
sweep the season series-for the
first-time since 2009. Tip-off is
set for 4 p.m.
lentilelle State
;Myryktate

25 42 — 67
27 34 —61

Tennssee State (10-12, 6-6) — Hess
.19, Hopes 16, Shuler 12 Alien 7
Gaston 6. Hudson 3, Morns 2. Jones 2
FG: ?5-66 3-pti7-21 FT: 10-14
Rebounds: 47 Turnovers: 13
Murray State (15-8, 7-4) — Sisk 29
Dirks 12, Robinson 7 Elkins 7 Winfrey
2, Burgess 2, Kirby 2
FG: 22-62 3-pt.: 5-16 Fr: 12-16
Rebounds: 38 Turnovers: 13

Murray Ledger & Times

IN Football...
ence, capturing the league title in
From Page 7A
2011.
elevated to defens;e coordinator
"Davern is a great addition t'O`'
for the 2008 and 2009 seasons.
staff," said Hatcher. "He
our
Therrell served as a volunteer
brings a strong work ethic and a
assistant at Auburn in 2006, after
to the OVC."
familiarity
spending the previous two seahis time with the
to
Prior
sons as the defensive coordinator
,Williams spent one
Gamecocks,
for the Racers. Therrell's first
season as the defensive line
season calling the defense saw
at Millsaps College. In his •
coach
•-the Racers lead-the OVC in yards
one season with the Majors,
per game '(300.9) and points
Williams developed a youthful
allowed (20.0). The defense
line that accounted for
defensive
allowed 118 fewer points than
the teams 22 sacks, 32
of
13,5
the previous season, including
tackles-for-loss and a pair ofsurrendering just 32 points in the
recoveries. The defense
fumble
fourth quarter all season. '
as a whole ranked 25th in the
Therrell joined th.e' Racers
nation in scoring defense, gil•ing"
staff in 2004, after spending four
vie two touchdowns or less in
seasons as the defensive cdordinine of 12 games.
nator at Army. In his first season
-Williams begat' his coaching
with the Racers, Therrell guided
career at Huntingdon College,
a defense that led the OVC in
serving as the defensive line
points per game (20.0) and total
coach for two seasons.
defense. The team also ranked,
AS a player, Williams was a
third in rushing yards (113.0)
three-year standout on the defenallowed per game, an:improvesive line for Troy. He famished
ment from eighth the previous
his career with 163 tackles, six
season.
sacks,19 tackles-for-loss, three
Then-ell spent four years on
forced fumbles, one interception
the Illinois State staff serving as
and 30 quarterback hurries.
the .Redbirds' assistahi. head
Williams earned honorable menpoach, defensive coordinator and
tion All-Southland Conference
secondary . coach from 1997 to
honors as a sophomore, -before
1999. In 1999, his defense
registering a career-best 61 tackranked 21st nationally in
les his junior campaign.
turnover margin. During his final
Williams began his collegiate
season, ISU topped the Gateway
career at Auburn in 1998, appearConference in rnshing defense
ing in two games for the Tigers.
(136.5), opponent yards per pass
Following his collegiate.
attempt (6.4) and quarterback
career,.Williams was drafted by
sacks (32).
the.Miami Dolphins in the sevHe _!oined. the Lock Haven
UNLV Photo
enth round. He spent the 2003
staff as an assistant in 1987 Dennis Therrell shown here during his tenure at UNLV will season with the Dolphins, before
before being elevated to head
return to the Racer sidelines this fall for his second stint joining the' New York Giants for
coach prior to the 1990 cam- •
v.the 2004 season.
as Murray State's defensive coordinator.
paign. In just !heir second year
Williams as 5 prep standout
under Therrell, the Bald Eagles High in Tennessee. His Rhea closed the 1985 season ranked at Jefferson Davis High School, •
recorded their highest victory County club reached the state No. 1 nationally.
Therrell and his wife, Dawn, where he helped the Volsis. the
total in more than two decades, championship in 1981. Therrell
1996 Alabama 6A state champiHis six-year tenure was marked jumped to the collegiate coach- have two sons, John, 21, and onship. He was a three-time allby an overall program 4grade-- ing ranks in 1983, serving as a Cody, 18, and a daughter. Abby, Metro selection, a two-time allthat included a- dramatic graduate assistant at Tennessee. 13.
Williams joins the Racers state honoree and Montgomery
improvement in the football pro- While at UT, Therrell helped the
Vois to the 1983 Citrus Bowl and after spending the previous four . Advertiser 6A Player of the Year
gram's facilities. '
seasons as the defensive line as a senior.
A lettenvinner at linebacker the 1984 Sun Bowl.
Following his senior camat Jacksonville State. He
coach
'Merrell moved on to Middle
during his playing days at
'produce at least one paign. Williams participated in
helped
has
the
following
State
Tenriessee
Tennessee Tech, Therrell helped
spending two- first-team all-Confer4L4T+ ,Ithe Alipama-Mississippi All,Star
the Golden Eagles captu've the. 1984 •campaign,
seasons 'oh the Blue Raiders' sive lineman in each tplitotOvith Football Classic.
OVC championship in 1975. He
coaching staff. During thafffml, the Gamecocks. Wi1liths helped • to,W betins graduated,--.4iom
later enjoyed a brief stay with the
MTSU ranked among the top.- the Gamecocks feature one of the Troy in 2002 with a bachelor:s
St. Louis Cardinals of the
units in the confer- degree in sports fitness manageteams in Division —I-AA and top defensive
.
National Football League. •
ment.
The Pikeville, Tenn., native
began his coaching career at the
high school level, serving for one
year at Campbell County High
and three seasons it Rhea County
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From Pbge 7A
trailed 15-14 at the end of the
first - quarter and was behind
29-24 at the half.
But much like they did in
two wins Friday and Saturday,
the Lady Tigers found their
.offense in the third quarter.
They scored the first seven
points of the period to take a
31-29 lead.
And after Heath tied the
game, eighth-grader Maddie
Waldrop scored six of the next
eight as the Lady Tigers finally
were able to sustain some
offense.
Waldrop was'a perfect 4 for
4 from the floor and had 10 big
points for MHS.
"I think she's a special player already. She's coming into

her own and w
coming off the bench or starting -she's making a big difference for us," Turner said..
Thiede. poured in 15 points
and also grabbed 12 rebounds
on the night.
While Murray had some
success With a bigger lineup
last weekend,-it was a smaller
squad that finally sparked theLady Tigers Monday.
"Whatever it took to get us
going," Turner said. "We just
could never get into a rhythm
tonight. And tonight it started
with our defense. And that's
who we are. We are a defensive
team and that's what has carried us all season. And we've
kind of gotten awry from that."
Maddye Rice led Heath with

17 points while Adrianna
Hollowell had 16 points for the
Lady Pirates who fell to 10-13.
The Lady Colonels of
Henderson'are ranked No. 3
and sport a 21-2 record.
"I'm excited about the
opportunity. They are going to
put 5jot of pressure on us. It's
going to be a great atmosphere," Turner said.'
Murray High
Heath

HI,

14 10.21 22 — 67
15 14 5 16 — 50

Murray High (24-4, 6-0) — Starks
33,Thiede 15 Waldrop 10, Trice 5, Clark
2, House 2
FG: 26-63 3-pt.: 5-14 FT: 10-14
Rebounds: 27 Turnovers:. 13.
Heath (10-13, 3-4) — Rice 17, Hollowell
16. Baer 7. Telfair 6. Turner 2, Glisson 2
FG: 21-55. 3-pt.: 2-12 FT -12
Rebounds: 25 Turnover*:.19
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BuyiAny Pizza
Get the
nd *zza 1/2 Price!

Women's Basketball
• vs. irr Martin at 2:00r

Of Equal a'Lesser Value

Dine-In or Carry-out.
All Day Tues.-Thurs.,
Sunday after 4 p.m.
•
506N. 12th St.• 753-9411

Men's Basketball
vs. South Dakota St. at 7:00pm
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Movement set for Thursday
Special to the Ledger

International and the MSU ing forward to join the camThursday,Feb. 14,from 8 a.m. Women's Center will join paign. When we come together
activists, writers, thinkers, on Feb. 14, to demand an end to
to
4:30
P.m.
Amnesty
celebrities and women and men violence against women and
International and the Murray
across the world to express out- girls it will be a truly global
State University Women's
rage, demand change, strike, voice that will rise up."
Center will join with activists
dance and rise in defiance of the
A photo action will take place
around the world for ONE BILwomen
suffer,
injustices
in
the lobby of the Applied
LION RISING, tir largest day
demanding an end at last to vioScience
building and the student
of action in the history of V-Day;
lence against women, according
lounge
of
Carr Health building.
the global activist movement to to Jessica Evans, Amnesty
Individuals
can share their picear violence against women and International coordinator.
ture
on
Twitter
in support of the
girls.
"When we started V-Day 14
Albeigfition
of
violence against
ONE BILLION RISING years ago, we had the outrawomen
and
girls.
The event is
began as a call to action based geous idea that we could end
being
called
V-Day
MSU and
on the statistic that one in three violence against women," said
will
be
using
the
Twitter
hash
women on ,the planet will be Eve Ensler. "Now, we are both
tag
evdaymsu.
beaten or raped during her life- stunned and thrilled to see that
For more information visit
time. With the world population this global action is truly escawww.onebillionrising.org.,
at 7 billion, this adds up to more lating and gaining force, with
than one billion women and union workers, parliament www.vday.org., or contact
or
girls. Feb. 14, marks V-Day's members, celebrities, and jevans@murraystate.edu
15th- anniversary, and Amnesty women of all backgrounds com- (270) 873-9875.
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Congratulations to

winner of 1 Dozen Roses
& I Love You Balloon

Dena Anderson
Grand Prize
Winner
of the
Romantic
Valentine's
Getaway

114 S. 5th St.
753-4156

AND to all of the winners of the

individual prizes listed on this page.
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725
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Millie Elkins
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Photo provided
Murray State Libraries was selected to
serve as the official archive of the Murray Rotary Club. The Special Collections department at
Pogue Library will house the Rotary Collection, preserve the documents and make the
archives accessible to the public. Pictured seated, from left, are Adam Murray, dean of
University Libraries; Tab Brockman, president of the Murray Rotary Club; Ronald Churchill,
chairman of the archival corlimittee; standing, Melanie Brooks, director of development for
University Libraries; and Dieter Ullrich, archivist and special collections librarian.

MSU LIBRARIES SELECTED AS ARCHIVE: The

Bu -Air Center
753-0440

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Scout Pack 76 of North Elementary visited the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Ceti.
ter to visit and play games with
the seniors there. Scouts that ment
included Ryan Morrison, Will VanHorn, Jarrod Yoak, Travis Tucker, Tristan McCallister, Aaron Morn,Datrian McCallister, ,Joseph
. Lofiand, Nathan Maynard and
Kohn Lamb,
Marine Pfc. Derek R. Leslie is
a recent graduateof Marine Corps
:Reetuit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
He is the son of Roger and Sabrinia
Leslie.
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Dec. 26, 2002 are a boy to Mr.
Ancl. Mrs. Ronald Gupton, Kirksey. For Jan. 7, 2003, a boy to
Mr: and Mrs. Keith Williams,
Hatel.
Murray dancers involved in the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company production THE UNIVERSE:
Part I , include Abigail Bourland,
Laken Mitchell, Rebecca Garth,
Charisie Young, Darlene Kipphut,
Leandra Hale, Halley Tubbs, Amy
Page, Karen Balzer, Lillian Bourland, Rebecca Raj and Claire Pitman.
Twenty years ago
Gallimore's Fruit Stand,in Hazel,
sold two winning $10,000 Kentucky Lottery tickets,_ to James
Smith, of Paris, Tenn., and Lisa
Deaton, of Camden, Tenn.
Laken Danielle Vance celebrated her second birthday Feb. 5,
. with a "Barbie" party at her home.
She is the daughter of Mike and
Kristi Vance.
• Mr. and Mrs. James Smothers,
of Murray, were honored with a
dinner in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. The couple
was married Dec. 22, 1942.
In high school basketball Murray High Lady Tigers beat Mayfield 56-53. Stacy Thomas had 17
points. Additionally, Calloway
County beat Reidland 55-52. Jason
Greer had 21 points.
Thirty years ago

_Members of the Murray City
Council voted to accept the Kentucky -Department of Transportation's bid 'offer for property on
U.S.'. 641 North owned by the city.
.The states wants the properly to
widen that portion of the highway.
Preliminary spring enrollment
information for Murray State University indicates that the number
of full time students is the largest
in 12 years, with a total of. 5,406.
Callowak
County
Middle
School's seventh grade girls basketball team recorded a perfect 80 season for 1982-83. Team members are Becky Skinner, Joanna
Gibbs, Melissa Miller, Tolnya
Thomas, Angela Woods, Tracy
banks,Lisa Henry,Stephanie Treas,
'Lydia Cathey, Christie Jones,
Michelle Stone, Missy Tucker, Kim
Pearson, Tona Camp, Deanne
McCuiston, Melinda Butterworth,
Kristen Ruccio and coach Pete
O'Rourke.
Forty years ago
New officers of Murray Bass
Club are Dub Polly, Bill Price,
Fred Herndon and A.B. Crass.
A birth reported includes a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Cothran,
Feb. 7.
Fifty years ago
The first oral sabin vaccine for
polio will be given in a countywide effort March 3, according
to plans by the Calloway County Medical Society.
Army Pvt. James D. Fielder
completed an eight-week teletype
operator's course at Southeastern
Signal School, Fort Gordon, Ga.
Sixty years ago
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Etherton and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Jetton. Jan. 23; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bryany, Jan.
24; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
J.T. Bonner and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Carol Jan. 25.
William Ray Self was honored
for his birthday Feb. I, with a
party given by his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Self.

Boyfriend feels betrayed
to learn of past abortion
DEAR ABBY: I just found
out that my girlfriend of nearly
four years had an abortion when
she was in -high school.
I overheareher during a conversation she was having with
someone. I later asked her what
was implied
when
the
name of her
ex- boyfriend
from
high
was
school
brought up.
She proceeded to tell me
what had happened
and
then said, "I
never
told
you that?"
By Abig0
My reacVan Buren
tion is feelings of disgust, betrayal and of
having been lied to. Am I overreacting or are my feelings warranted? -- FEELS BETRAYED
DEAR FEELS BETRAYED:
That depends upon whether you
ever had a conversation with your
girlfriend about her sexual'history during which you were supposed to tell each other "everything." If- so, then the omission
was deliberate. If not, she was
under no obligation to reveal that
she had terminated a pregnancy
during high school.
Abortion is a deeply personal
and often complex decision for
women. Ultimately. I am told.
most women feel a sense of relief
after an abortion. However, many
do not feel that it is Something
to celebrate and may not be comfortable sharing that they have
had one.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My husband
gives me gift cards for my birthday and special occasions, but
with it comes, "I want to know
everything you buy!" I tell him
it's a gift and I shouldn't HAVE
to tell him what I use it for. If
I do tell him what I bought, he

invariably says, "Did you really
need that?"
It ruip the whole thing for
me when I must reveal what I
bought with the card. So who's
right -- he or I? -- RELUCTANT
RECIPIENT
DEAR RELUCTANT RECIPIENT: You are, for the reason
'you stated. The object of a gift
is to bring pleasure, and there are
few comments your husband could
make that would put a bigger
damper on your purchase than,
"Do you really need i that?" The
next time he asks whatpu bought,
tell him, "None of your beeswax!"
*0000

DEAR ABBY: My stepmother was in a fatal car accident.
She was very dear to me. A few
days after the funeral, Dad told
me the best way to handle grief
is to clean house -- so we began
cleaning house like crazy, stopping to cry every now and then.
We ran out of towels, so I
went to fetch more from the guest
bathroom where they are kept.
Seeing a penny on the sink, I
grabbed it and threw it in the wastebasket. (I wondered where it had
come from because I hadn't noticed
it there earlier in the day.) Suddenly, I remembered the letters
in your column from people saying if you find a penny after you
have lost a loved one, it means
they are sending you a message
of love from heaven.
I quickly reached into the wastebasket to retrieve the penny, praying that it was newly minted -anal it was! I showed it to Dad,
explaining the significance, and
we both had a good cry. We keep
it in my stepmother's china cabinet to remind us that love is
eternal.
To us, that penny is priceless.
Thank you for running those "pennies from heaven" stories. -READER
DEAR READER: You're welcome. To me your EXPERIENCE
is priceless.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Shrove Tuesday, Feb.
12: the 43rd day of 2043. There
. are 322 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 12, 1809,Abraham Lincoln, the . 16th president of the
United States, was born in present-day Larue County, Ky.
On this date:
In 1554, Lady Jane Grey. who'd
claimed the throne of England for
nine days, and her husband, Guildford Dudley, were beheaded after
being condemned for high treason
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In 1818, Chile officially proclaimed its independence, more
than seven years after initially
renouncing Spanish rule.
In 1909, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was founded.
In 1912, Pu Yi, the last emperor of China, abdicated, marking
the end of the Qing Dynasty.
In 1915, the cornerstone for
the Lincoln Memorial was laid in
Washington D.C., a year to the
day after groundbreaking.
In 1940, the radio play -The
Adventures of Superman" debuted

with Bud Collyer as the Mon of
Steel.
- In 1959, the redesigned Lincoln penny — with an image of
the Lincoln Memorial replacing
two ears of wheat on the reverse
side — went into circulation.
In 1963, President John F.
Kennedy celebrated the 100th
anniversary of the Emancipation
Proclamation with a reception at
the White House. A Northwest
Orient Airlines Boeing 720 broke
up during severe turbulence and
crashed into the Florida Everglades,
killing all 43 people aboard.
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Dr. Komaroff
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ORIGINAL PLAN
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TEXT ME55AGE
WITH A SMILEY
FACE EMOTICON.

by
Heloise

bladder muscle; signs of stress
incontinence; and evideife that
your urethra is unable to close completely. If you have -kw
flow, this test can show whether
this is due to weak bladder contractions or a blockage.
Electromyography (EMG)
uses small electrode patches to
help determine whether your nerves
and -muscles are working together to koperly coordinate the aotivdigs of'your bladder and. urethra.
Cystography is an X-ray test k
performed during cystometry or
uroflowmetry. It can pinpoint the
location of a blockage or reveal
a urethra that doesn't close tightly enough.
Video-urodynamic study is
a computerized test measuring
urine flow and pressure in the
bladder and rectum. It may provide useful information about your
bladder and urethral function,especially if you have problems urinating.
Urodynamic testing can help.
your doctor pinpoint which of the
many possible causes of urinary
incontinence you may be suffering from -- and thereby identify
an effective treatment. Having said
that, it also is true that the testing alone often is not sufficient
to identify the cause of the incontinence. The medical history and
physical examination performed
by the doctor also are important.
So if your primary care doctor has not talked to you in detail
about the problem, or done a
physical examination related to
the problem, be sure you have a
medical history and physical examination by an incontinence specialist before any of this fancy
testing is ordered. That will
increase the likelihood you'll get
effective treatment.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to. AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
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Went under
Kitchen pest
Steer clear of
Usher's place
Lepidopterist's collection
Quarterback Manning
Squirrel's snack
Got together
Bigot's problem
Stance
Cut off
At any time
Make speeches
Rating unit
Small amounts
Battle group
. James of "Boston Legal"
Spring month
Life story, for short
6, on the phone
Features of some jeans
With all one's might
Impel
"Game of Thrones" girl
Brewed drinks

35
38
39

Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

—fide
"— folly to be wise"
Fate
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Fencing sword
Throat danglers
Qatch sight of
Young fox
Vessel for Huck
Engine need
"I, Robot" writer
John of Monty Python
Prynne in'The Scarlet Letter"
More tightly packed
Ice cream choice
Tusk material
'The Hunger Games" boy
Complete
Brazilian dances
Emotional wound
'iThe Joy Luck Club" author
Look up to
New York tribe
Romantic dozen
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trip to the hospital with my wife,
I took a large clasp envelope.
Each time I was handed papers,
signed forms or discharge forms.
I placed them in the envelope
and noted them on the outside
of the envelope. When we got
home, all of our paperwork was
telpher and available as we needed it. — T.C.H., Little Rock, Ark.
PLACE MATS
Dear Heloise: I was reading
a column and saw the hint where
old ',face mats are used for lining drawers and cabinets. Well,
I have been doing this, but mainly for heavy things like mixers
and blenders that will scratch the
lining I have in my shelves. I
usually use clear place mats. By
the way, I love reading your
columns. — Patricia, Mission
Viejo, Calif.

Crosswords
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KNOW WHAT YOU
51401.1LP NEVER PO?

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
65-year-old woman with urinary
incontinence. My doctor isn't sure
what's causing it, so I need to
have urodynamic testing. What:'
information will this test give my
doctor?
DEAR READER: Urodynamic testing is a series of tests that
evaluate your urinary system in
action. A dqctor may want
to' do these
tests if the
cause of your
incontinence
isn't clear. Peryour
haps
symptoms
point toward
more than one
type of incontinence. TestBy
ing is also recDr. Anthony
ommended if
Komaroff
standard treatments haven't helped.
The urodynamic test is likely
to include one or more of the
following procedures:
Uroflowmetry measures the
amount of urine you produce and
the rate of the flow. A slow flow
might indicate an obstruction in
the urethra or a weak bladder
muscle.
-- Post-void residual volume
measures the amount of urine left
in your bladder after you urinate.
This is particularly valuable if
you've had repeated urinary tract
_infections, if you have a neurological disorder, or if your doctor suspects a blockage is preventing your bladder from emptying properly.
- Cystometry monitors how
pressure builds up in your bladder as it fills with urine, how
much urine your bladder can hold
and at what point you feel the
urge to urinate. (I've put an illustration of this test . on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
This test can reveal abnormal
contractions or spasms of your

tridges. So. in your case, just
SICK OF
keep clicking away. This way, you
THE CLICK
Dear will get the most for your money.
— Heloise
Heloise: You
had an article LOST PHONE
about
Dear Heloise: To help people
the
HIGH PRICE return my locked phone if I lose
it, I make a note with my husOF PRINTER
INK. This is band's cell number on it ("If found,
") and put its
about printers please call
in general. I
picture in myphoto album. I then
love my print- use that photo—as In), lock-screen
er; however, the manufacturer has picture. — Bev Calfee, The Vilinstalled an automatic alert sys- lages, 'Fta.
tem for when it gets low on ink. HIDING PASSWORDS
Great — now I can go buy
Dear Heloise: My friend hides
another cartridge for when it is passwords for her accounts and
empty. My complaint is that it stuff in a computer file. I told
starts alerting me when it is just her that this is a terrible idea.
barely below half and throws two because if the computer crashed
or three screens up that I have and she lost her hard drive, no
to click out of before I can go more stored passwords.
ahead with the printing project I
I told her that I keep all of
my passwords in an address book.
have.
I called the company, and it But they are vvritten in a way
cannot be reconfigured. I spend that no one except me knows
many minutes clicking and click- how to read them. There are
ing because the printer thinks I'm
many- different things you can
low on ink. Believe me, I will idd to a password to make it
never repurchase this brand of unknown. — Bobby Jo, via fax
This is one reason why you
printer again. — Sherril Gerard.
Santa Ana, Calif.
should always "back up" your
Sherri!, that sounds like a computer info on a regular basis!
— Heloise
pain! This is why it is important, before you buy a printer, to HANDY CLASP ENVELOPE
Dear Heloise: On a----recent
check on the price of refill car-
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Multiple tests help find
cause of incontinence
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The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
hearing on Tues. Fed. 19, 2013 it 500 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N. 5th
Street for the following! Troy Stovall-South side of
Lowes Drive-preliminary plat review for residential
planned development project • Brad Wedel & Glen
Peters-North side of College Farm Rd-preliminary
plat review for residential planned development project.

We are looking for bright, energetic, team
•
oriented individuals with a passion for
success in an organization committed to
providing innovative solutions to help our customers achieve their goals
Whether you are a riew graduate, or an experienced professional,
we have an outstanding opportunity for you.

P

ACCOUNTING AQSITON: NAGER - Mayfield, KY
Degree in accounting discipilne required
Responsibilities:

• Enters data into various.accounting systems or accounts including the
general ledger, ac
\"
countsleceivable,
-accounts payable, and inventory and
prepares financial reports

Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

SENIOR Portraits
High
and
School
College
Model
Professional
Portfolios
Bridal
Heirloom
Portraits
Guaranteed Highest
Quality.
Blythe's Photography
Since 1977
731-644-0316

Notice

Ti
-Ite International Trucks of
Murra is now hiring full-time
Diesel
rvice Technicians

1st •olonth Free!
*New Climate Control
Avadable
.24/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

This career o"•
or someone with experience working on Heavy/Medium
duty diesel trucks. Compensation will depend
on qualifications including computer skills. TriState offers great wages, insurance package.
401(k), paid vacation & holidays, and secure
employment. Apply in person at:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: jcrabtree@tristateinternational.net
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Calloway County Health Department
602 Memory Lane
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3381
(270) 753-8455
HELP WANTED
BREASTFEEDING PEER COUNSELOR
PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACT
The Calloway County Health Department is
currently accepting applications for the
personal services contract employee position
of Breastfeeding Peer Counselor. This position
is a part-time, non-benefit, variable hours
contract position. The average work week will
be 10 to 20 hours per week as directed.
Contract will end on June 30 and renewal of
contract will be contingent upon grant funding.

060
, Kelp Wanted
PT child care provider.
Apply in person r
Childcare
Christian
Center. 810 Whitnell

Minimum Requirements: Applicant must (1)
have successfully breastfed an infant and be
an advocate for breastfeeding, (2) have been
or currently is a WIC participant,(3) possess
basic computer skills in the use of e-mail and
common Word documents,(4) have the ability
to communicate effectively with peers, super
visors, and other health department staff, (5)
have reliable transportation, (6) be readily
accessible by phone, and (7) be able to
accommodate periodic ovemight travel. In
addition, all interested applicants will be
required to complete a 3-4 day training course
at the health department prior to the interviews
being held. For this particrlar training, all
expenses will be the responsibility of the applicant.
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Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center in Benton Kentucky, is currently seeking experienced SRNA's. We are offering a
sign on bonus of $500.00 to SRNA's who
have been state registered over three years
and has a good attendance. Here at Lake
Way we are building bridges from our home
to yours in everything we do.
qual Opportunity Employer
Drug free facility/AAE

Papa Smurf
Storage

Rest of KY/TN

308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500
murrayeyecare.c
•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease

If you are ready to join the team send resume's to
recruitingehutsoninc.com

-

General Duties Include: This position serves
under the direction of the Regional
Breastfeeding Coordinator and WIC
Coordinator. Responsibilities for this position
include, but are not limited to: Demonstrate the
ability to work with pregnant and breastfeeding
women as trained; Contact and Counsel WIC
pregnant and breastfeeding mothers by means
such as telephone or clinic visit; Follow-up on
4
all referrals to Sheprogram; Provide basic
breastfeedingoinforrisation and support to new
mothers. Document all contacts per the
program standards; Maintain and protect client
confidentiality: Attend quarterly peer counselor
meetings as directed; Assist local WIC staff in
breastfeeding promotion through special
protects; and Complete at least 4 hours of
continuing education per year

BODY man needed in
Paint Dept of a fast
paced production shop.
Applicants must be
expenenced with body
work and preparing a
unit for final paint
stage. Contact Richard
Hall (270)753-4256 or
stop
by
Hannigan
Motorsports in Murray
for an application.
DENTAL ReceptionistFront Office Staff
P ivale Dental Practice
in Murray seeking highly motivated individual
who is detailed oriented and can multi-task.
You must ,be very
friendly and possess
great customer service
skills. Proficient computer skills a must.
Knowledge of dental
.software and insurance
billing is highly preferred. Full time posithru
tion
Monday
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Will train the
right candidate. Send
resume to a P.O. Box
1040-D

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
(he Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FENCE Experience
Previous
Needed.
experience in installing,
fabricating, fitting or
selling fence products
a plus. Please send
"resumes to P.O. Box
7729 Paducah, KY
42002-7729.
Fax 270-444-7065 or
Call 270-444-0866
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-G, Murray.
KY 42071.

GROWING Christian
School seeking qualified elementary educacandidates.
tion
Contact 270-437-3170

Starting Salary: $10.00 per hew.
Applications may be obtained at the
Callchrey County Health Department, 602
Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071 or
h1tg1iebta.52414VitlioMh4e99.htm,

a.

si

SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE

- PREPLANNING Avoid inflationary cost.
Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

0

Locally owned and
,
Terated ',me 1886
Dallas Willoughby
-..
- . Pre-Arrangement Specialist

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
12701 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or

• May specialize in areas such as accounts payable or accounts receivable or John Deere settlements

NJ

9

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

• Analyzes and processes documents after examining for completeness
and accuracy

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
)70-485-61?

Lynn Grove

753-9224

• Verifies accuracy of information used in select accounting transactions
such as researching incorrect information, determining the proper accounting treatment, and recommending corrections to the transaction originator

020

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Reconciles various accounts which includes identifying discrepancies
and determining corrective action

Murray Natural Gas will receive sealed bids for pipe
and fittings. Specifications are available at Murray .
Natural Gas, 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY 42071.
Bids are to be sealed and marked "Bid-Gas
Pipe/Fittings". Sealed bids are to be delivered to
Murray Natural Gas by 1:00 p.m. local time on
Tuesday, February 26, 2013. Murray Natural Gas
reserves the right to waive informalities and to
reject any -and all bids.

Notice

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

4
1 1

The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will hold a
public hearing on Wed. Feb. 20. 2013 at 4:30 p.m in
the council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N.
5th Street for the following: The Bootleg Lounge. LP
Enterprises-1300 N. 16th-conditional use permit
request to operate a bar/tavern • Troy Stovall-South
of Lowes Drive-conditional use permit request for a
proposed residential planned development project •
Brad Wedel & Glen Peters-Vorth side of College
Farm Rd-conditional use p0-mit request for a proposed residential planned development project • TC's
Club-715e S. 12th-conditional use permit request to
operate bar/tavern • The Murray Banquet Center926 S. 12th-conditional use permit request to operate
a bar/tavern. All interested persons are invited to
attend. If further information is needed, please contact the Murray Planning Department at 270-7620330.

•
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Dr. Kevin Adams

Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and
place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

150

060
Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

SER VI CE
Representative
Services including document
preparation,
account
servicing/maintenance
(account reconciliation.
address change, stop
payments,
account
closings,
transfers,
notary,
processing
check orders). Must
possess a valid driver's
license. This position
pays $10/hour. Send
your resume or Cover
Letter
to:
kittsc@ymail.com

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161

Cleaning
R.C.S
Services Valentine's
Day Special
2.5/hr deep cleaning. 1
box of chocolate with
balloon or gift bag with
candles and balloon.
Plus 10% next cleaning
for you or friend $75
270-970-4612
SEEKING
HOUSES
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095
WILL sit with elderly
any hours.
270-328-8458
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air condihoner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

FOR Sale Wit Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Firewood
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

3BR mobile home in
county. Coleman Rea
Estate 270-753-9898
NICE 2BR trailer for
rent. No pets.
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and depost
required. 753-4109.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
li3R Apts starting at
$275/month. 'Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898
2BR, 2BA at 406
north.
Bambi
Crt.
Available 3/1. 270-8415653. No pets

Gardens
Essex Downs

Calloway

Apartments

305-D 12th Street
r.'
KY

I BR from $345
2BR from $375

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD I-ROO-545- 1833
Ext. 21k1
F qtlal opportkowiv

kticles
For Sale,
BED Queen 'Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195
270-293-4121
Can
deliver.
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 Or 227-7352

't

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Storage Rentals

PREMIER
MIAISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753,9600.

n

mercial Prop.
For Sale

1BR cabin 12 miles
south of Murray. $475
deposit, $475 /mo.
Includes all utilities
including cable. No
pets. 873-9013

605 [South 12th St

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

150

1

Houses For Rent

To_p Prices Paid For
S Gold & Silver $

rtments For Rent

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
LARGE 2BR. 2 full
bath, C/H/A, all appliances, plus lawn service. 227-5173

1BR, 1BA, W/D included $385.
2BR, 1BA townhome.
W/D starting at
$500. Please call
270-753-7559
2BR 1BA, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826

3.8 acres on North 12th
Street. Adjacent to
Zaxby restaurant and
Weimar/. 753-3949

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
1105. 5th St.
All equipment includ,
for turn key
restaurant pub operati
Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

NEWLY RENOVATED
3BR, IBA C/H/A plus [!!cal
Prop. For Rent
applianes. pet friendly. Very close to MSU.
$550/month
plus THREE bay shop' for
deposit. Call 227-3250
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
SEVERAL homes for location off 121 South.
rent in various loca- $550.00 a month. Call
tions. Coleman Real 270-753-2905 or
Estate 20-753-9898
270-292-8595 for further information
SMALL
BR rental
"t
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 ot
Pets & Supplies
293-6156

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience .
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-706-4859

CONSIGNING MO1HERS March 5-9 at the
County
Henry
Fairgrounds Turn your
kid's outgrown clothing,
toys, and women's
clothing into money.
PILL RENTALS
Participat% by calling
MINI-STORAGE
731-697-6771 ir 731644-1126 or email
720 S. 411I ST.
Carrier 4121 & Glendale: ConsigningMothers0g
maitcom. Drop off is
IOXIO's & 111x15's
March 3rd!, Check out
(270) 436-2524
our FaceboOk page.
1950 St. Rt. 1 21S
Murray. KY 4207 1
270-753-5552

CIASSIFEDS
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Housing Ad Notice

All MAI edate ad% reused herein
in sublett to the Federal Fair
/lousing Art which makes it
Illegal to athertise an% [weerrnce, limitation of di...commahon based on race, color, reit'ton,
handtcar, Iamthal status or national origin, or inten tion to make am suth preterenCVN, limitation. Of dt'vnminlion
State laws forbid domination
in the sale, rental or adverhsing
01 real estate based on tactufs in
addition, to those pniteued
under federal lan
will know ingl% accept ant
ad% erttsing fur real i.-state which
In MA in %Iolation of the law All
pertonn are herebv informed
that all dwellings advertised are
ailahle on an equal opportunun Saris
Fut further a...111m.y with Fair
/lousing Ad% ertising requirepinents, contact NAA Counsel
Rene'P khlam,17031648-1000

Home for Sale
on Golf Course
-Murray, KY&68 per sq. ft.
Video Tour
WNW

HOmesBy01.vner
corri/6941
(270-227-3303

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

House For Sale
Mathis
Farm
Subdivision

4BR, 3BA
LR, DR, KIT, FR, BON
2 Car AtVGarage
Corner 1 2/acres
Detached workshop
270-293-6545

Mar mie•••••
<1.0•Irwan,

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 751-1916

HATCHER Auto Sales
121 South Murray, KY
270-752-0755
09-PT Cruiser
05-Chew Equinox LT
05-Ford Escape
05-KIA Sorento LX 4X4
04-Saturn Vue V6 AWD
04-Grand Am GT One
Owner
03-Jeef Liberty

•
New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872

We Finance
ncllandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
1970 Dodge Charger
R/T, 440 Magnum,
automatic. BLACK ON
BLACK, factory A/C.
asking $8500, timmany7itt juno.com
502-354-8759.

McCUISTON
ROOFING

Murray Ledger & Times

SUDOKU
concepts SudoK

914
270-293-1924

Answer to prevlossrpuzzle

Free Estimates

5J

L&AC!

9 1 74
7 369
6 2 5 82_4_3 6_
8 7 1 2
2 7 6 4 3 1 98 5

623
-5 8 4
9 1 7
1 9 8
3 45

-

5

•Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ledesMal/Commerelaneslimalal
lames C.6alitmere
W W CECLI.0

3

6

58
2 1
34
7 5
96

I

4

stn

8 76
Level **

(270) 759-0890

Campers

n

eed illItteWherr

2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
pull.
30f1. bumper
$8.995 270-293-4602

SINESS

The Backbone Of America
Advertise with us for the best results!
xi $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Carrie

itore

your

the

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

We'll be
glad to help!
ubscribe to
The Murray Ledger Times

1986 Nomad 30 too
camper. New fridge
and hot water heater.
Camper in excellent
shape. Set up in
Murray mobile home
park. Excellent place to
live cheap. Lot rent
$150/month. $3,450
obo. 706-982-0440

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

YEARRY.S. --- -Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

GARLANE
RENTAL ,
if you've got it we tam store ir
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Miprray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

jN
?
From design to
completion, we work
with you to meet your
budget & timeline.
Residential 44 Commercial
•Free Estimates
•Our work & quality
is guaranteed.
Murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

Mrgieski-TE

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

kentuckylake
remodeling mom

Homes wrecked, dozen hurt in Mississippi tornado
her husband and dog mcb,en she
heard the tornado corn{pgrhey
ran to a hallway and covered
their heads. It wasn't long before
the windows in the kitchen and
bedroom exploded. The storm
stripped all the shingles off the
roof and left holes in it, while
knocking over a large pine tree
in the yard.
After dark, the Bullocks were
trying to arrange their stuff
inside so it wouldn't get wet
from the dripping water.
"I just looked out the window
and I heard the rumbling. It
sounded like a train. We ran to
the hall, and the kitchen windows and the windows in the
bedroom exploded. It happened
pretty'fast," she said.
Forrest County Sheriff Billy
McGee says IQ or 15 people
were injured by the tornado that
slammed Hattiesburg and other
parts of the county — but none
of the injuries was serious.
To the west, Marion County
emergency director Aaron Greer
said three injuries had been
reported in the community of
Pickwick, about seven miles
south- of Columbia. Two people
were taken to hospitals, but the
third didn't have the injury
examined, he said.
Greer said one mobile home
was destroyed, three other structures have major damage and
several have minor damage.
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Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-1686

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

MYERS Computers &
More
PC cleanup, repairs,
custom build service.
Emergency lighting &
radio programming.
Low budget photography.
Call 270-681-0714

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

HAL!iS WAS 1.1
MANACENHIN I
• weekly & special pickup
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2782
293-2784
12701226- 5.444

DRYWALL & painting:

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

town of al-Thawra. Abdul- were Syrians who had been
waiting to enter Turkey. It cited
Rahman said.
The rebel assault on the dam Huseyin Sanverdi, mayor of the
was led by al-Qaida-linked mili- nearby Turkish town of
tant group Jabhat al-Nusra, Reyhanli, as saying the explowhich has been fighting along- sion occurred in a "buffer zone,"
side the rebels trying to oust an area straddling the frontier
Assad. Al-Nusra Front is con---where travelers are processed
sidered the most effective fight- while crossing between the two
ing force on the anti-regime countries.
Witnesses said it struck a spot
side.
The government did not con- where humanitarian aid is
firm it has lost control of the loaded onto Syrian vehicles.
The border area between the
dam.
month, the two countries has been the scene
arlier
this
Observatory said rebels seized of fierce fighting in the civil
another smaller dam in Raqqa war. Tensions have also flared
province, the Baath dam, named between the Syrian regime and
after Syria's ruling party. In Turkey in the past months after
November. Syrian opposition shells fired from Syria landed on
fighters captured Tishrin hydro- the Turkish side.
As a result, Germany, the
electric dam near the town of
1VIOnbij in northern Aleppo Netherlands and the United
province, Which borders Raqqa. States decided to send two batIn the car bombing. Turkey's teries of Patriot air defense misNTV said most of the victims siles each-to protect Turkey.

holes in the roof. The women said fighting back tears as she
were at home along with spoke. "I'm, kind of past the
Charlotte's husband when a rela- 'poor me' part of it. This is so
tive called and, said a tornado widespread and it's happening in
so many places. I'm going to be
was headed their way.
"It sounded like Katrina," said all right."
, Emergency
Mississippi
Charlotte Walters, who lives in a
Agency
neighborhood also hit by the Management
2005 hurricane that devastated spokesman Ggeg Flynn said it
appears a single tornado caused
the Gulf Coast.
Besides holes in the roof of the damage in 'Forrest, Marion
her one-story wood frame and Lamar counties. Hundreds
house, a falling tree had dam- of homes are damaged in Forrest
aged the side and another one County, along with a „couple
collapsed on her carport. dent- dozen in the other two.
Flynn said the sheer scope of
ing and breaking windows in
the damage was slowing offithree cars there.
"I'm blessed. At least I don't cials' assessment.
"The problem is, it was so
have one of those in my house,"
Charlotte said, pointing to a tree strong that there's so much
that had fallen onto a neighbor's debris that there's,a lo!of areas
they haven't been able to get to
house -next door.
Marie Key, 68, was hoping to yet," he said.
On campus. trots were
salvage what she could Monday
morning. She was alone in her snapped in half around the heavone-story brick house when the ily damaged Alumni House
storm hit Sunday. She heard the where part of the roof"was
tornado coming and dove under ripped away. Windows-in.4-rfearby building were blown out, and
a kitchen table.
At least three trees hit her heavy equipment worked to
house, which she said was also clear streets nearby tit a heavy
damaged during Hurricane rain after the worst of the weathKatrina and another storm in er had passed.
The university released a
1998. The fallen trees blocked
the front and back doors and a statement saying no one was
neighbor had to pull the limbs hurt but that it was under a state
away so she could get out. She of emergency, and anyone away
had a bruised forehead Monday from campus should stay away
and some other scratches but Until further notice.
East of campus. 47-year-old
was otherwise uninjured.
"I'm luck. I know that." Key Cindy Bullock was at home with

Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Jib To Small'
270-873-9916

www.hillelectric.com

Syrian rebels capture country's largest dam
more than 40 were wounded and
taken to hospitals.' The official
said it was "highly likely" that
the blast was caused by a car
bomb because of the large
extent of the damage.
requested
The
official
anonymity in line with government rules that bar civil servants
from speaking to the media
without prior authorization.
,The rebels have had their
biggest success in the civil war
across Syria's north including
Idlib, Raqqa and Aleppo
provinces, all bordering Turkey.
Abdul-Rahman. a
Rami
anti-regime
Britain-based
activist, said rebels took control
of al-Furat dam around midday
after successfully pushing out a
group of Assad loyalist from the
control room. Most of- the
regime troops in the area had
stopped fighting on Sunday following the fall of the nearby

Hill Electric

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)
— Residents shaken by a tornado' that mangled homes in
Mississippi were waking up
Monday to a day of removing
trees, patching roofs and giving
thanks for their survival. More
than a dozen in the state were
injured.
Daylight also pffered emergency management officials the
chance to get a better handle on
the damage that stretched across
several counties. Gov. Phil
Bryant planned to visit hard-hit
Hattiesburg, where a twister
moved along one of the city's
main streets and damaged buildins at the governor's alma
ma'lçr. the University of
Mississippi.
Sout
)officials said late
"Erne
S9siay that at least 10Teople
ere injured in surrounding
Forrest County and three were
hurt to the west in Marion
County, but they weren't aware
of any deaths.
- It was raining at first light
Monday and people began trying to salvage what they could
In one damaged neighborhood.
Some people walked around
fallen trees, power lines,
cars and other debris to
mashed
.,
belongings away.
Charlotte Walters, 61, and her
daughter Heather alters, 30,
were moving buckets and bowls
wound inside theil house trying
to catch water pouring through

4 5 9 6 7 3 8 2 1
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All the quality...
without all the mess

510
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BEIRUT (AP) — Syrian
rebels captured the country's
largest dam on Monday after
days of intense clashes, giving
them control over water and
electricity supplies for much of
the country in a major blow to
President
Bashar
Assad's
regime. ,
The rebels had already seized
two other dams on the Euphrates
River. But the latest conquest,
the al-Furat dam in northeastern
Raqqa province, was a major
coup for the opposition. It handed them control over water and
electricity supplies for both government-held areas and large
swathes of land the opposition
has captured over the past 22
months of fighting.
Also in northern Syria, a car
bomb exploded border crossing
with Turkey in Idlib province. A
Turkish Foreign Ministry official said 10 people died and

Sudoku is a number-placong puzzle based or a 9x9 gnd wan
several given numbers The coed is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each cokann and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The clanculty levet
of the Concepes Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

no Job too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
,Logan at
270-293-0476.

Horoscope

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

by Jacqueline Blgar

HAPPY-BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013:
This year the unexpected runs rampant in your day-to-day life. It
prevents boredom, and it helps .you identify your priorities. You
might have difficulty walking away from drama. Rather than fight
the trend, let the exciting dynamics roll right past you. If you are single, you could have a sequence of intense potential sweeties. If you
are attached, the two of you have a great time together. When you
relax, you are like two kids playing together.- ARIES makes you
laugh.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 20-AprIl 19)
*** Put your best foot forward, even in an unpredictable situation.
You tend to help others feel a lot more relaxed and at ease. Claim
your power, and do what you want. Someone who pushes you hard
will respect you more as a result. Tonight: Do your own thing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Read between the lines rather than immediately react. In fact,
the less said, the better. You might have difficulty getting past a problem or a bad mood. Just let time do its thing. Someone at a distance
could be exceptionally difficult. Tonight: Get some extra R and R.
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GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Look at what is going

on in a meeting. Note the different
roles others play. These roles are interesting in that they reflect each
person's issues. You might be so detached that others could feel
uncomfortable with you. Recognize your limits. Tonight: Only where
the crowds are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take a stand and know what you want to do. Somehow others
easily misunderstand you. You could feel as if someone is bullying
you. Walk away. You might take a strong stand in a key matter.
Realize that you might be the one creating a problem. Tonight: Take
the lead.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take the lead in a situation before someone can interfere.
The unexpected occurs, and it floors you and many others. A meeting points your attention in the right direction. Pressure comes from
your schedule and its demands. Tonight: Go to a favorite spot that
has music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Deal with someone you care about directly. The interaction
might surprise you at first, and then cOuld delight you later. You need
that type of dynamic in a bond in order to stay interested. Understand
your need for change. Tonight: Play "follow the leader."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Defer to others, and avoid an argument. A power play might
get the best of you if you get involved in it. The smart move is to steer
clear and do what is necessary. Do not respond. If you continue to
say nothing, the game might end. Tonight: Say "yes" to an invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might try to bypass a problem when the unexpected
occurs. Recognize that you can do only so much. Do not attempt a
power play or any other type of manipulation. You know what is
acceptable. Tonight: Opt for a foot rub or a massage, should someone offer.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 21-Doc. 21)
***** Your playfulness emerges when speaking to friends and
loved ones. You express your love of the good life by living in the
moment. Pressure builds around your finances. Someone might have
an expectation you can't seem to meet. Tonight: COlebrate the
moment.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Get back to the basics, and understand what is heppening
with a family member. You really don't need to ask questions. Just
trust in this person's abilifty•to work through these issues. You have a
little too much energy for your own good. Go for a jog. Tonight: At
horntl.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You'll speak your mind. Others will either brainstorm with you
or decide to counter your thoughts. Perhaps they even might choose
to ignore you. Make a call to a relative you no longer can avoid. Have
a gossip session if you want to keep the peace. Tonight: Paint the
town red.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could have a different opinion from a friend about a money
matter. This situation could blow up in your face or evolve into a major
power play. Decide which way to go, or consider a different option.
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